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PLEISTOCENE GEOLOGY

OF PORTIONS OF
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PEEFACE
The foUowing report by Prof. Woodworth on the results of field

work ill western Long Island is in continuation of an investiga-

tion of the quaternary formations of Long Island and the Quater-

nary history of the Hudson river valley begun in 1883 by the

present state geologist.

The great development of the branch of Quaternarj^ investigation

makes it now possible to seek positive proof where formerly only

broad inferences could be drawn.

Prof. Woodworth's work will include the Hudson and Cham-
plain valleys and the drainage basins tributary to them and his

results may be expected to contribute an important chapter to

American Quaternary history.

Frederick J. IL Merrill

State geologist
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INTRODUCTION
Tlie term Pleistocene is used Iiere as the equivalent of Quater-

nary, a term which has heretofore been employed in the museum
reports for the period of great ice sheets.

The Oyster Bay and Hempstead quadrangles together include a

l)elt about 13 miles wide extendino: north and south across Loiiir

Island. The area thus mapped comprises, aside from a triangular

area on the mainland about Mamaroneck not dealt with in this

report, the major portion of the towns of Oyster Bay, North Hemp-
stead, and Hempstead, the coast of Long Island sound from Man-
hasset bay on the west to Oyster Bay harbor on the east, and

the Atlantic shore from the eastern part of Far Rockaway beach,

eastward to Short beach.

The matters considered in this report are 1) the topography, 2)

glacial deposits, 3) Pleistocene history, including data gathered from

the area on the west, 4) the post-glacial changes and processes now
in action.

TOPOGRAPHY

As the traveler from Greenport or Sag Harbor ap])roaclies the

western end of Long Island, there are more or less continuouslv

before him two low ridges, one skirting the north shore of the

island, the other less elevated and continuous and at a variable dis-

tance inland from the south shore, the two being separated first by
the deep embayments of the pronglike eastern end of the island,

and then by a broad, sandy plain, narrowing westward to the

eastern limits of the area with which this report is concerned. At
this point, near Syosset, the north and south ridges rudely coalesce.

The northern ridge takes a south southwesterly course, lies more
remote from the shore of the sound, and traverses the area so as to

inclose tlie southern ends of the V-shaped harbors of Manhasset and
(treat Neck bays.

What appears to l)e a continuation of the soutliern ri(i«re is trace-

able as a series of low mounds at Locust Grove, Jericho, thence south
of Old Westbury, at All)ertson station, Searington, and so westward
to an abrupt termination at the base erf the higher, more massive

iiortlieni ridge just east of Lake Surprise. Between these mounds
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and the northern ridge rude plains of coarse gravels rise gently

toward the southern face of the latter. Between the mounds them-

selves, these plains merge southward into a broad, slightly creased

plain, which sinks to the level of the marshes and the sea on the

south coast.

The main ridge rises very frequently to a hight of 300 feet above

sealevel, and from 100 to 150 feet above the low ground at its base.

AYhere most distinct in its topographic features, its base is but little

more than a mile wide. Between Syosset on the south and East

Norwich and Brookville on the north side, this ridge is relatively

low and narrow. Betwe> n Jericho and Wheatley three or four

well marked spurs extend for one or two miles to the southward,

impinging on the line of aounds representing the continuation of

the southern ridge above (iscribed. West of this broad develop-

ment, the ridge becomes more massive and elevated, attaining its

liighest point in Harbor hi] 391 feet. West of Boslyn, it gradually

falls off in elevation, and fi )m Lake Surprise westward becomes a

low, flat ridge with a steep south rly front and with a gentle slope

• northward. The broad crest, seld m over 200 feet above the sea, is

cast into mounds and hollows, or knobs and basins, some of the latter

containing small tarns or lily ponds, a feature less common in the

eastern extension of the ridge.

From the northern base of the ridge there extends a series of

plains or terraces, frequently at an elevation of about 200 feet near

the ridge, separated by the wedge-shaped harbors of the north shore.

These surfaces form the headlands or " necks," between the bays,

with elevations of from 100 feet to nearly 200 feet. The surface is

deeply indented by valleys mouthing on the broader indentations of

the coast line ; and in the vicinity of Oyster Bay harbor the land is

reduced to a few islands, now tied to the main island by marine

beaches.

Between these rude plains on the north and the broad plain on

the south the deeper reentrants of the northern coast are continued

by narrow depressions across the main ridge. One of these troughs

occurs south of Manhasset, another at Hoslyn, and similar passes

traverse the ridge at the eastern base of the Harbor hill mass, on

the roa.d from Brookville to Locust Grove, and eastward along the
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line of the liighways connecting Syosset with towns on the nortliern

side of the ridge.

The northern plains varying from 190 to 220 feet in elevation are

well developed ahout East Norwich. Their snrtace is roughened

and is usually more uneven than the 20 foot contours of the accom-

panying map can be made to indicate. These upper plains frequently

overlook like a terrace lower levels of much more uneven surface

near the 100 foot level, as between Manhasset hill and Flower hill,

between Greenville station and Glenwood landing, and on the borders

of Mill Neck creek. The terraciform slopes are like the sides of

those valleys which dissect the rude plains, usually irregular, roughly

lobate or cuspate, and sloping without sharp demarcation into the

lower grounds which they overlook. The northern margin of these

dissected plains often reveals them as mere narrow ridges with

rounded summits, and with small bays or marshes on either side, as

at Mill Neck.

The broad southern plain needs little more description beyond

that already given than to note a low ridge, about 20 feet in eleva-

tion and from a mile to 2 miles wide, springing out from the

plain near Lynbrook, and extending southwestward parallel to the

main ridge farther north, till it is cut off by the sea at Far Rocka-

way. Associated with this ridge is the semicircular depression on

the west known as Jamaica bay, largely marsh-tilled, and an exten-

sion of this feature in the region of Broad channel. Along both

north and south shores are bars and beaches, with cliffs, produced by

the recent work of the sea.

A summarized view of the island in this region would be fairly

represented in a cross-section, such as that shown in fig. 1, in which

the northern, rude, terraced plains rising rather abruptly above the

sound are succeeded on the south by the main ridge and the out-

lying knobs, from which there stretches a broad plain sloping south-

ward to the sea or confronted near Far Rockawav hv a low ridtre,

bevond which in turn lie the south beaches.

Flir 1 Diafrrammatic cixxi ectioa of Long Island near the boundary line of Queens and Nas-
«ui counties
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The main topograpliic features thus set forth are traceable east-

ward for 200 miles, one or more elements appearing either on the

islands off the south coast of New England or on the adjacent main-

land, the essential elements of the topography being two ridges each

one of which rises rather abruptly above a plain sloping southward

from it toward the sea. If the plain is absent, the sea covers the

space where we should expect it to occur. Westward, the main

ridge here described abuts on lower Kew York bay at the Narrows,

reappearing on Staten Island and continuing to be recognizable far

inland over the continent as a topographic feature, often imposed

on the rocky profile of valleys and high ridges alike.

GEOLOGY

The topographic features above described have long been known

to constitute a group of drift materials laid down along the margin

of an ice sheet or a successive series of such glaciers in the Quater-

nary or, as it is now usually denominated, the Pleistocene period,

a time defined as beginning in this hemisphere with the first of

these ice invasions on the coast plain and closing with the final dis-

appearance of the ice from eastern America. The time since this

disappearance of the ice, variously estimated at from 7000 to 10,000

years, is frequently denominated the post-glacial epoch. With the

deposits made during this Pleistocene period, the present report has

mainly to do.

Pre-Pleistocene formations

The basement on which these Pleistocene drift materials repose in

this part of Long Island has but a small exposure above sealevel,

and that is mainly limited to the northern coast north of the main

ridge, or moraine. These older materials are clays and sands, evi-

dently an eastward extension of the nearly horizontal clays and sands

largely of Cretaceous and late Jurassic age which constitute a large

part of the coastal plain from New Jersey southward. Little is

known of the attitude of these beds in this region, prior to the

earliest ice invasion, farther than the reasonable presumption that

they lapped over on the underlying gneisses and igneous rocks of

the mainland and the extreme western end of the island, gently

sloping from their inner margin seaward, as they still do in the

coastal plain soutli of the glacial district.
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The fact that, wlierever these older chiys are now seen in the cliffs

and ex]H>6ures ahont the north shore of Lon^^ Island, tliey are

involved in folds and distnrbances witli the earlier i^lacial gravels

and sands is evidence that thev have been disturbed dnrino: Pleisto-

cene time by the same agency which j)rodnced disl<>cations in the

earlier glacial dej>osits. Since they have been thus dis})laced, their

present relief cixn not be taken as evidence of tiie form of the land

surface on which the glacial deposits were laid down. It is even

uncertain whether the de})ression known as Long Island sound had

any existence prior to tiie disturbances in which these clays were

involved in Pleistocene time. Everywhere the existing relief of

these clay masses above sealevel is a function of their displacement.

The entire absence of anv relativelv hard or resistant lavcr iu the

series makes it even doubtful if the seaward migrating outcrops of.

the Cretaceous series presented at the time of the first ice invasion,

anywhere along the line from Cape Cod or Nantucket westward to

New Jersey, anything like a bluff or inface of strata overlooking the

bared, hard rock terrane on the north, such as might be expected

were the rocks of a firmer character or of greater lithulogic variety.

At most, where these older clays now rise highest in dislocated

masses, it may be that remnants of the old coastal plain, similar in

origin to the highlands of Xavesink on the New Jei*sey coast, stood

up on the interstream areas. The deep reentrants of the northern

coast, as in the case of Hempstead bay, apjiear to be features of

Pleistocene date, across whose site the Cretaceous clays previously

extended unbroken. In short, no definite trace of an older detail of

land surface is now discernible beneath the glacial materials within

the limits of thie report. The absence, however, of deposits inter-

mediate in date between the older Pleistocene and the ancient clays

warrants the supposition that at least the northern part of the island

was an area of erosion by ordinary meteoric agencies.

Iteneath the Cretaceous and Potomac clays should come the hard

rcxsks exposed on the maiidand. These hard rocks in the form of

gneiss appear at the surface westward in Long Island City an<l

have Ixfen met in lj<jrings in Brooklyn. The precise depth at which

they occur l>eneath this area is at present a matter of conjecture.

The entire absence of hard rocks in fixed ledges or outcrops within
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the limits of this part of the island naturally precludes any observa-

tion of glacial striae indicating the direction of local ice movement.

The ledges of gneiss in Long Island City bear striae whose direc-

tion is s. s. e. and presumably a similar course was followed over this

tract.

Glacial formations

The glacial formations of this area are divisible into two great

groups : those of an unassorted, unstratified structure, composed of

mixtures of boulders, pebbles, sand and clay, frequently, when

covering the surface, witli a knob and basin topography, forming in

general terms till, or boulder clay when boulders are mixed with

clay ; and those composed of gravels and sand with a stratified struc-

ture showing their evident deposition by running water.

Till constitutes the larger part of the ridges or moraines already

described. Boulder clay occurs as a thin laver in the bluffs on

either side of Hempstead liarbor and in the area between Searing-

ton and the main ridge near Lake Surprise. Ordinary till, largely

in tlie form of scattei'ed boulders, covers the terraced j^lains and

the ridges and valleys north of the main moraine. The rest of the

area is largely composed of gravel and sand with local deposits of

blackish or bluish black clay not certainly of glacial origin and per-

haps to be regarded as of Tertiary or older age. Gravel and sand

constitute by far the greater portion of the glacial deposits both as

regards the surficial extent and cubic contents of the Pleistocene.

Since these deposits appear by their structure and relations to

have been deposited in succession, some till having been made under

the ice or at the ice front while gravels and sands were being laid

down by water running through or pouring out of the ice, it will be

necessary to consider them in the order of their development in

time. In the chronologic succession, the glacial deposits exhibit

three marked phases of Pleistocene history in this area : 1) a group

of older gravels and sands with an intercalated till bed, the evident

equivalent of the Columbia formation ; 2) the moraines and their

attendant stratified gravels and sands, forming the topographic

details of the surface ; 3) between these deposits in the order of

time, evidences of erosion by other than glacial action, which

demand separate treatment.
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Columbia formation. The rude terraced plains \yk}g north of

the ntain moraine on tlie Oyster Bay qiuuh'angle are but the surface

of a thick series of gravels and sands on which the niomines have

been heaix'd. The reasons for referring to them heretofore as older

Pleistocene may now l>e set forth, together with tlie evidence in

favor of referring them to the Columbia formation of McGee,' the

group to which the deposits appear to have been referred hy that

author in 1888.

F. J. II. Merrill, following the pioneer work of Mather, pointed

out in 1880 that these gravels and sands under the name of ''gravel

drift" underlie unconfornuibly the moraine, and concluded that

they were dej)<>6ited by swift currents carrying along line and coarse

materials together."

The deposits as exposed on the Oyster Bay quadrangle consist of

water-worn gravels and sands, clearly divisible in certain sections

into an upper and lower series by a thin bed of glacial boulder clay.

It has not been possible in the course of the present survey within

tlie area to determine whether or not the group thus defined is to

be divided into an earlier dislocated and a later undisturbed series,

but it is clear that many sections of these gravels, along with what

apjjears to l>e the boulder bed named, have been dislocated along the

north coast of the island. On Marthas Vineyard and Block island

such a division has been made out,^ but the boulder clay parting, on

the other hand, has not been found there in the position of an inter-

mediate conformable bed.

The gravels consist of water-worn fragments of quartz derived

from veins, granite and gneiss from the ancient Piedmont terrane of

the maiidand, of silicified fossils from the metamorphic Paleozoic

limestones of the mainland, cherts of the same origin, and ferrugin-

ous sandstones and fragments of concretions from the underlving

Cretaceous or Potomac section.

' McGee, W J. Three formations of the middle Atlantic slope. Am. jour.

8ci. 8er. 8. 1888. 85 : 867-88. 448-66. It has not seemed possible at present to

establish a satisfactory comparison of the deposits in this portion of Long Island

with the formations recoKnizr<l in Nt-w Jersey by l^rof. Salisbury.

^Merrill. F. J. H. N. V. aead. sci. Annals. 18H6. li : 341-64.

•Woodworth, J. B. Unconformities on ilarthas Vineyard and Block island.

Geol. 800. Am. Bui. 1897. 8 : 204-11.
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Qaartz pebbles predominate in this formation, particularly those

stained yellow by the oxid of iron ; hence the term, " yellow

gravel," which has been sometimes given to it. This discoloration

will be treated more at length later. White quartz pebbles are not

uncommon, pebbles which appear never to have been stained. The

silicified fossils and cherts are relatively rare, but search carried

over a few square yards of surface in any gravel pit in the forma-

tion north of the moraine will usually reveal two or three of these

erratics. The gneissic and granitic pebbles are at least in the mass

of the formation not much decayed. On the whole, the materials

are like those in the moraine and in the gravel and sand terraces on

the mainland except for local staining by iron oxids. The com-

parison with the moraines is perhaps hardly just, because the

moraines are locally largely composed of rearranged drift from

these same beds, as in Harbor hill. The inference from the sands

and gravels is that they are of glacial origin, modified by the work

of running water, either ice-born streams or extraglacial waters.

This conclusion as to their glacial origin amounts to a certainty

when the intermediate boulder clay bed is taken into the account.

That the beds extend southward beyond the Harbor hill ridge

or moraine can hardly be questioned ; but it is difficult to distin-

guish the formation in front of the moraines from the later gravels

and sands washed out from the ice front. At one point in the

mounded drift southwest of Koslyn an exposure by the roadside of

a coarse cobble bed with yellow pebbles contains also iron stone con-

cretions which have evidently not been rolled, showing that they

are probably in place, though loosened by exposure to surface

actions from the surrounding pebbles. Beds of this character are

found at the base of the Pleistocene on Marthas Vineyard in the

Gay head section,^ wliere the origin of the concretions is clear. The

concretions arise from the erosion of light colored clays of the

underlying Cretaceous or Potomac beds and their deposition with

the coarse gravels as pebbles permeable to percolating water charged

with iron salts. Cementation takes place by deposition of iron

oxids around all of the pebbles, involving the outer part of the clay

1 Woodworth, J. B. Geol. soc. Am. Bui. 1897. 8 : 205-6.
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pebbles, which l>ecoines converted into a liard stone layer, the inside

reiniiinin^ usually unconsolidated. When in after time these

ncKlules are wrested from the bed in which they originate, they are

bn»ken o|Xjn, the clayey or sometimes sandy interior washes out and

there is left a |>otlike, hollow jwbble of the kind known as aetites or

eaglestone.' Hundreds of these nodules were dragged out of their

bedding places by the advance of the ice over the Columbia at the

time of makiuir the terminal moraine on Marthas Vineyard and in

portions of Ix)ng Island.

The occurrence of these nodules at the locality mentioned affords

evidence that the underlying white clays and sandy cla}8 were

eroded at the beginning of Columbia deposition. The uncon-

formity thus inferred is widespread to the east on Marthas Vine-

yard and Block island and along the Atlantic coast southward to

the vicinity of Washington. Of direct local evidence, little can be

said. On the shore north of Coldspring the gravelly beds at the

base of the tilted Pleistocene series may be seen resting on the

Cretaceous and older clavs, but there is no observed difference of

dip, though the absence of identifiable Eocene or Keocene beds is

pnxjf of an unconformity. No clearer fact than this was gathered

from the similar sections about Glen Cove and Glenwood.

Aside from this unmistakable instance of older gravels lying out-

side of the moraine, it is uncertain to what extent the older beds make

up the frontal plain. Yellowish gravels abound in the road and

railroad cuts, but the yellow quartz pebbles have invariably l>een

wa.shed and worn since they were stained, and similar pebbles are

now working their way from the cliffs down the beach slopes into

the dejxjsits now making along the coast. It is to be inferred, how-

ever, from the attitude and thickness of the Columbia north of the

moraine that a large ])art of the section south of the moraine is

composed of these beds.

The structure of these beds is revealed in only a few pits and

coastal sections. The most extensive exposures in 1900 were found

in a numl)er of sand pits on the west shore of Hempstead harbor.

In these pits the beds are horizontal, and the boulder clay bed is

clearlv traceable.

'Geikie. A. Textbook of geology. 3(1 etl. 1893. p. 14^-47
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A borrow-pit in the southwestern part of the village of Oyster

Bay showed beds dipping southward 26°, an angle not far from

that of fore-set beds in delta structure. These beds were overlain

by other sands in horizontal beds, and the whole appears to be a

portion of the normal section of the lower part of the series. This

section lies between 40 feet and 50 feet above sealevel. There is

nothing in the attitude of the beds at this locality to indicate that

the strata were disturbed after deposition, as is the case on the

contrary in so many of the bluffs along the north shore. Another

good exposure occurs in Cooper bluff between Oyster Bay and

Coldspriug harbors, in the cliff on the south side of Oak neck near

the wharf, and at Barker point.

The houlder clay hed. In many of the coastal sections on the

north shore an unstratihed mixture of pebbles, sand and clay in a

bed varying from 3 to 10 feet in thickness may be seen in a posi-

tion to indicate that it is interstratilied with these older gravels;

but it is only in the sand pits on Hempstead bay that a bed of this

character is fully revealed. About half way up the bluff, or about

100 feet above the bay, there is a bed of boulder clay from 2 to 3

feet thick, traceable in all the pits open in 1900 south of Bar beach.

The matrix of this bed is an unctuous dark blue clay locally sandy

or gravelly. Scattered through it and sometimes in close contact

with each other are glaciated boulders often over 1 foot in diameter

and numerous pebbles attesting the glacial origin of the deposit.

Several large boulders examined in 1901 by Dr F. J. H. Merrill

and the writer were recos^nized bv the iirst named as havino- been

transported in all probability from the Adirondacks. Other small

boulders carrying Silurian fossils indicated their origin in the Hud-

son valley north of the Highlands. The longest journey made by

these materials appears to exceed 200 miles.^

The bed rests evenly and smoothly on the underlying gravelly sands

without marked disturbance or erosion. This relation to the under-

lying bed suggests the dropping of stones and clay from overlying

floating ice more than the actual advance of an ice sheet on this part

^ Mather reported finding in the valley of Schoharie kill, boulders with "opales-

cent feldspar like that of Essex county " and referred them to parent ledges in

the eastern Adirondacks. Geol. rep't. 1843. p. 187.
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of the area of the Oyster Bay rjuadrangle at this time. The thin-

ness of tlie bed, anil the identity of the sediments wliich underlie and

snecetnl it, go far to show that tliis boulder clay making was but an

episode in the formation of the gravels and sands in this field.

The outcrop of the boulder clay bed on the bluffs gives rise to

boulders which have slidden down the slope. A section transverse

to the face of the bluff in one of the pits showed an ancient talus of

boulder clay extending down to the road. Not only the texture

and structure of the sands and gravels, but also the appearance of

the l>oulder clay bed in these pits indicates that these deposits

extended eastward across what is now the bay to the like deposits on

the opposite bluff. Nowhere do the deposits show that increasing

coarseness toward their exposed edges which is the characteristic

nuirk of the heads of glacial sand plains and those bodies of glacial

sands and gravels which have accumulated about the edge of a gla-

cier or its outlying stagnant masses. The bays are clearly valleys of

erosion cutting through both the Pleistocene and locally the pre-

Pleistocene clays and sands alike.

A bed of till, presumably an extension of that above described,

occurs on the east shore of llem])stead bay in Glen Cove about 60

feet alM»ve sealevel, in the following incompletely exposed section.

TLKISTOCEXE SECTION IN GLEN COVE, FROM TOP

(iravfl and fine sand 3 ft

Till, with small angular boulders 5

(iravel, clavcv 1 (5 in.

Gravel, sandy ;^>

Sand, base not seen ;]

20 feet distant the till passes into stratified gravel and sand. The
rapid transition of the till into stratified drift at this locality explains

the absence of the bed in many sections. It was probably locally

dejX)8ited.

A similar till bed dihtinctly less bouldery but equally amorphous,

is exposed in the bluff at Barker point, from which, first appearing

at a]>out 20 feet above the sealevel, it sinks, on the western face of

this headland, southward, being involved in the dislocations of the

north coast of the island (tig. 2).
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A small exposure of a bed of till also existed in the summer of

1900 near Kocky point at the northwestern extremity of the so-called

Center island in Oyster bay. The annexed sketches illustrate the

varying conditions seen at this

locality. In fig. 3 the beds in

the bluff west of Rocky point

show again the transition from

till to stratified beds. A detail

of the western part of the sec-

tion is given in fig. 4, showing

loesslike sands at top, inclosing

boulders, beneath which comes

a bed of gravelly sand from 6

to 10 feet thick, Avith pockets

of clay. A gravell}^ till 10

feet thick underlies this bed,

below which again appear

compound gravels and sand.

Near the headland underlying

blue clays rise up in a knob,

with sands cut oS on the east,

the whole being overlain uncon-

formably by till with boulders up to 2 feet in diameter. At tlie

headland on the southwest, the sections shown in fig. 5 and 6

exhibit an earthy gravel (as in fig. 6) evidently a phase of the till

bed or the till as in fig. 5, resting unconformably on tilted yellow

sands, which in turn repose on disturbed clays.

Fig. 2 Southwestern face of Barker point.

A, cross-bedded ferruginous sands; B, the till

bed 5 or 6 feet thick, resting unconformably

on the sands, and overlain by sands; C, sands;

D, surface tiil and boulders, the fine materials

being largely rearranged sands

Fig. 3 Section along the bluflf west of Rocky point, a, clay exposure* B, till; c, sands and

gravels; d, partially buried surface boulders

Above these exposures on the shore the ground rises on the eroded

and till-covered slopes of the Columbia. The evidence of uncon-

formity between the till bed and the underlying disturbed clays and

sands is in sharp contrast with the sections on Hempstead bay and
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admits a different interpretation, one favoring the dislocation of the
section before the deposition of the till but on a scale quite admis-

sible as the work of a I'lacier. The
dislociited beds dip at high angles

to thesoutli. The underlying blue

clays weather whitish, carry quartz

l)el)bles and slight traces of black

carbonized plant remains and are

FlK.4 DeUUlofsecUonJustwestofpre-
P'-e^^^"^^^ PotoUiaC or Crcta-

cediug section. A, sands and prraveis; ccous. Tlicy are unconformablv
B. till; C, loeasllke sands inclosing i . .4.1 xi

"
^

boulders beneath the sands.

Another dislocated section affect-

ing sands underlain by clays occurs at the southern end of Center

-—J—___— _ island (lig. Tj. The clays are

here dark blue, well laminated.

'<^d^^1^./^^^^. ^"^ P^ss by gradations into the

Fte. 5 Local section at Rocky point showing
^^^rlying sauds, recalling many

deformetl blue clays and banded sands, uncon- SCCtioUS OU Cape Cod bay in
formably overlain by till with boulders up to 2 > r 1 ,

,

m
feet in diameter, passing laterally into strati-

^iassacUUSCttS. 1 iie Upper ])art

^'^^™^^* of the sands carries boulders;

the whole may well be a basal
portin,, of the Columbia. At one point a small fold overturned

southward has passed into a reverse

fold-fault. Viewed as an over-

thrust, the movement has been

northward. To accord with the

hypothesis of glacial thrust acting

from the north, it is necessary to

suppose that underthrusting has

taken j^lacc.

The railroad from Oyster Bay to

Koslyn passes through three deep

cuts in an eastwest valley in Mill

Neck. In the cut nearest Ovster
with boulders; C,

J^^,.^ .^l^i^j^j^ ^^ ^j^^j^j^j^ ^^^^^^^ ^;^^^_

ably Cretaceous, appear at the bot-

tom, succeeded bv about 30 feet of coarse gravels, ill stratified and

FUC. Section at headland on south-
'f«« of I nt. A, clay: ». yel-

lowiHh >- .

earthy Kravel
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Fig. 7 A fold-fault in clays at southern end of Center

island in Oyster Bay harbor

overlain by at least 20 feet of clayey sands passing above into

cleaner sand. These beds dip gently east.

The second cut west shows more of tlie w^liite sands, dip uncer-

tain, overlain by glacial gravel with small boulders. Tlie third cut

west exhibits cross-bedded, white clayey sands, presumably Creta-

ceous, overlain by 10 or 12 feet of glacial gravels and sands with

small boulders. The section shows no dislocation.

In the first of these sections the measured exposure is evidently a

part of the Columbia ; in the second cut, the glacial gravels mantle

the eroded surface of the pre-Pleistocene series, having been

deposited subsequently to the deformation and gullying of the beds.

These top beds, by their

boulders and lack of strat-

ification, as well as their

relation to the eroded

clays, evidently pertain

to the last drift. The

sections show, ho'wever,

that the Columbia man-

tles over and is wrapped about masses of the pre-Pleistocene series,

as previously stated on p. 622. Similar partial sections occur on

Great Neck near Manliasset.

In the sand pits northwest of Port Washington, the pre-Pleisto-

cene clays are also involved in folds, giving rise to a structure, the

upper member of which is a gravel and sand bed of the Columbia

formation, itself clearly older than the sands of the Port Washing-

ton delta yet to be described (p. 64:Q). In this instance the axis of

the anticlinal structure lies north and south, and the dislocation

may be of a relatively late date, even so late as the time of forma-

tion of the delta named, when the ice lay deeply embayed along

the north shore of Manliasset neck and w^hen an easterly movement

in the mass might be expected, since the ice at this locality was on

the eastern margin of a glacial lobe at the mouth of the Hudson

valley.

The deposit of sands and fine gravels forming the tabular hillock

whose frontage on Manhasset bay near Port Washington is known

as Tom point is a unique example of the deformation and erosion of
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the Manhasset shikLs. The deposit, now largely removed for

inason^s supplies, exhibits a strong flexure with a downthrow to the

south. On either side of this flexure the beds are horizontal but

those on the north belong stratigraphically below those now on the

same level but on the south of the flexure. Tlie annexed cut

(fig. 8) as sketched from a photograph exhibits the sand beds in

the top of flexure. The truncation of the flexed beds at the

present surface is sufflcient evidence of the erosion of the whole to

its present level. A few small glacial erratics occur on the surface,

but the ice sheet appears to have swept over it without leaving

other deposits. The top sands have lost their stratiflcation but it is

impossible to say how far this disturbance was due to the ice sheet

and how much has ])een done bv tho. LTowtli of plant roots in the

subsoil.

The small heads of Cretaceous clay appearing above sealevel on the

?hore of Manhasset bay, where the older Pleistocene is essentially

horizontal, along with the protruding masses of these older clays in the

massive portions of the section, indicate a relatively early disloca-

tion of por-

tions of the

pre- Pleisto-

cene base-

ment of the

island. It

would there-

fore appear

that the dislo-

cations were

not all of the

same date in this portion of the island, ranging in age from at least

the oldest Pleistocene to the time of the main moraines, certainly

none of them are later than the Port Washinjrton stasre.

The upper limit of the Columbia accords roughly with the hight

assigned to the plains described as lying north of the inner moraine,

that is to say, the <lep<j6its are approximately delimited by the 200

foot contour line. Where lower, they have been eroded ; where

liigher surfaces exist, later glacial drift, usually till, is found cover-

Fig. H Southward dipping flexed beds in Manhasset sands at Tom point

near Port Washington, stiowing eroded surface
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ing them. If then, we reconstruct the cross-section of the forma-

tion, it would appear as a wide belt of gravels and sands declining

sontliward to the sea and rising with a cuestalike bluff from the

sound on the north.

In ordinary nonglacial, coastwise beds, such a bluff would indicate

the retreat of the beds, extending originally north to an overlap on

the mainland, to their present northern limit. But in the case of

glacial deposits laid down about the border of an ice sheet, it is highly

probable that the beds never thinned out landward to an overlapping

series on the ancient gneiss of the region beyond the sound. Some-

what similar glacial gravels and sands of the last ice epoch, on Xan-

tucket, end abruptly on their northern or iceward margins in bluffs

overlooking lower ground once occupied by the basal portion of tlie

ice sheet against whose mural front they were laid down.^ Upham ^

has expressed his belief in the origin of these gravels and sands in this

manner, differing only from the view here set forth in that he sup-

poses tlie beds to be essentially contemporaneous with the moraines

which rise above their level.

It is evident that these Columbia beds, exposed in the bluffs and

rude terraces along the north coast of the island, may once have

extended much farther to the northward, but how much farther

into the area of the sound is not now definitely determinable.

Their occurrence on the Connecticut mainland has not as yet been

reported, and till that area is carefully studied with this problem in

mind, it can hardly be satisfactorily settled. The same indefinite

answer is elicited from a study of the equivalent beds on Block

island and Marthas Yineyard. In other words, the precise position

of the ice front and terminal moraine of this earlier ice advance is

unknown, though it could not have been many miles north of the

inner limit of these gravels and sands with their intercalated bed of

true till.

Aside from the disturbances above noted, two classes of changes

have affected these beds since their deposition : 1) the discoloration

of the beds by local and secular chemical changes in the iron-bear-

> Curtis, G. C. & Woodworth, J. B. Jour. geol. Chicago, 1899. 7 : 226-36.

'^ Upham, Warren. Glacial history of the New England islands. Am. geol.

1899. 24 : 79-89, with bibliography, p. 89-92.
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\n^ content of the gravels ; uiid, 2) the erosion of valleys and

liarhors in its mass prior to at least the last till deposits on the

island. The latter phenomena are so extensive as to indicate a con-

siderahle lapse of time for their production.

Discoloration of the gravels hy the yellow or hydrous sesquioxid

of iron has taken place to a variable extent, sometimes affecting less

than a cubic foot of the materials and in other places, particularly

beneaih the moraine, changing the entire appearance of the section

there exjKjsed.

I^)cal discoloring by the yellow oxid is frequently seen in the

gravel pits on the west shore of Hempstead bay, wherever some

iron-bearing pebble has oxidized and.hydrated, the iron salts spread-

ing outward and mainly downward through the action of infiltrating

rain water. The sands and gravels above the till bed mainly exhibit

this change.

Widopread discoloration of the gravels to a deep yellow occurs

in Koslyn in the bluffs on the east side of the town below the base

of the momine. This deeper and more thorough coating of the

gravels in this locality is a natural result of the lixiviation of the

ferruginous rocks in the overlying moraine, the products of whose

oxidation and hydration have worked downward into the porous

gravels beneath.

The di.scoloration is therefore a change which is probably secular

and in progress. That it had already advanced very far before the

moraines were formed is indicated by the abundant occurrence in

tiie moraine of yellow, stained quartz pebbles ; but these pebbles in

the moraine are usually not in the place in which they were originally

stained, for thev have water-washed surfaces. The staining: was

accomplished while the pebbles lay in an earlier deposit, either the

Columbia or some unexposed member of the ancient coastal plain.

Erosion interval. The evidence of late dislocation on a small

scale commensurate with the pushing and dragging action of a

great ice sheet, the spreading of till and boulders over the surface

of the Columbia, and the amassment of heaps of drift evidently in

part derived from the surface of the deposit, afford indubitable evi-

dence of the degradation of the formation to some extent by ice

action subsequent to the completion of the series of deposits. But
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the surface of the formation north of the moraine is carved into

valleys and deep reentrants of the coast line, depressions the main

features of which are consonant neither with the southward move-

ment of ice over the area nor the erosive work of subglacial streams

discharging across them at the ice front. That these valleys ante-

date the last ice advance appears to be shown in that all of them are

more or less encumbered by morainal materials.

As typical examples of these valleys, that entering into Manhas-

set bay at Glen Cove, as well as that in whose lower extension Mill

Neck creek flows, may be taken. The Glen Cove valley heads at

the inner base of the moraine near a very well marked pass at the

eastern base of Harbor hill, a passage through which undoubtedly

subglacial waters escaped when the ice front lay against the moraine

and at a time when it must be admitted subglacial drainage may

well have followed the course of this valley for a part or a whole of

its course. The objections to accepting the valley, however, as the

work of this subglacial stream, aside from those above stated, are

1) the graded character of its bed, sloping northward toward the

sea as if made by a normal stream like that now flowing in it,

though the existing stream evidently flows in a valley which it

found encumbered by more or less glacial drift ; 2) the tributary

vales evidently cut by running water as in normal open air streams

;

3) the course of the stream at Glen Cove, east and west, in a direc-

tion contrary to ice movement in this locality. The digitation is

even more pronounced in the case of the Mill Xeck creek valley

just south of the ponds. The upper part of the valley above the

100 foot contour is also walled in by glacial deposits later than the

Columbia in which it is cut. Like considerations hold in regard to

the deep valleys which extend from Oyster Bay village toward

East Korwich. The Mill Neck creek depression continues below

scale vel, and, branching south of Oak neck, separates that island—
an island except for the barrier beach tying it to the land on tiie

west— from Mill Neck. It is evident that there has been developed

a marked dissection of the Columbia, and that this dissection on north

and south as well as on east and west lines is increasingly severe

toward the northern coast, as in the normal degradation of an area

of incoherent materials marginal to a depression such as that of
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Long Island sound. Tlio inference is that at a time immediately

before the last advance of the ice the area was exposed to ordinary

stream action Oj^ening out valleys on the gravels and sands, the

mouths of these streams reaching the sea below the present sealevel.

There are other evidences, liowever, which show that ice action

lias considerably modified and enlarged certain of these valleys.

Such enlarged valleys constitute the bays and harbors of the north

shore. These harbors have thei-r bottoms 27 feet below sealevel in

IIem]>stead bay, (Jl feet in Oyster bay and 33 feet in Manhasset

bay. This depth in each case is probably less than the original depth

of the depressions, for there has been some infilling by glacial

deposition — prol)ably small as judged by the tilling in of valleys

extending above sealevel — and some infilling through post-glacial

deposition by tides and currents. Arguments for the excavation of

these embayments subsequent to the formation of the Columbia

gravels and sands have already been given on p. G28. Homologous

depressions occur eastward on this island in Coldspring and North-

port harl)ors. They are also found on Marthas Vineyard in Lagoon

pond and Menemsha pond, and on Block island in Groat pond.

As to the period of this valley-making, excepting the modification

and enlargement by ice action, it is clearly older than the main

or inner moraine at Roslyn, a deposit believed to be equivalent to

the Cape Cod moraine. Whether the stream erosion preceded or

followed thr)se fraguients of an older moraine which on this sheet

mark the western extension of the outer or Nantucket moraine,

appears to be locally undeterminable, because the two sets of phe-

nomena are not found in association. If a comparison with Marthas

Vineyard and Block island holds good, the erosion of the valleys

should l>e here as there anterior to both moraines. In all of these

New Flngland islands, the valleys do not occur as such on the south

of the moraines, because that area has been buried beneath the out-

wjuih plains of the first or outer moraine on the eastern islan<ls and

of l)oth the first and second, or inner and outer moraine on Long

Island.

The time involved in the excavation of these valleys is indetermi-

nate. They are largely excavated in gravels and sands of a porous

structure. Much of the existing rainfall passes through the
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deposits where clays do not occur, finding its way out near sealevel

in springs, as in the village of Oyster Bay. At best, surface streams

would have cut but slowly on these deposits, as they do now, the

excavation in post-glacial time being practically nothing in the form

of mechanical abrasion.

The share which the ice and the subglacial streams may have had

in the excavation of the harbors, is discussed in connection with the

moraine on p. 643.

Wisconsin epoch. Moraines and attendant sand plains.

The existence of two lines of moraines in this area has already been

set forth in the account of the topography. Both of these deposits

are largely composed of materials which have been water-worn,

in this feature rellecting the nature of the terrane from which the

materials were eroded and on which they were deposited. The ice

sheet on leaving the bed rocks of the mainland and the north shore

of what is now Long Island sound passed over tlie Columbia gravels

and sands, gathering debris from these older water-worn deposits

;

hence the water-worn pebbles which abound in the moraine even

when the materials are truly ice-laid without stratification. True

boulder clay occurs in small patches, but much of the till is sandy,

and even in its coarser phases often exhibits traces of water action

closely followed by a shoving of the deposits into contorted drift.

The outer deposits consist of a few low knobs rising like kames

from the surrounding gravels. They bear a few boulders on their

surface and frequently in road cuts reveal a tliin patch of till.

West of Searington rolling surfaces of till composed of a gravelly

boulder clay give the deposit, along with its steep southerly front,

something of the aspect of the main moraine as it exists southwest

of Lake Surprise. These knobs and their rare attendant basins have

a much less strong development than those heavier accumulations

which lie in the form of a strong ridge immediately north of them.

The deposits do not afi;ord in themselves precise indexes of the posi-

tion of the ice front at the time they were made. They appear to

be submarginal deposits laid down when the ice front lay somewhat

to the south of them, and are best compared with the kame moraine

in the eastern part of Nantucket.

The inner or main moraine exhibits likewise the two phases of
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buiUHng bv the direct action of the ice and througli tlie accumula-

tion of gravels by water action.

The till pluiiHi of the moraine in this area is best shown in a road

cut about one mile south of East Norwich. The till is here

decidedly gravelly rather than clayey, with cobbles up to 20 inches

in diameter, rarely, though occasionally ice scratched. The topog-

raphy is cast into small knobs more distinct than the 20 foot con-

tour lines of the map can be niade to show. The hill over which

the road in question passes has a drunilinoid curve, as if the ice liad

overridden it.

The overriding action of the ice shown in the boulders deposited

on water-worn gravels in the moraine and by the ice swept curves of

many of the knobs is further attested by the outlying meridional

ridges between the inner and outer lines of moraines just north of

Westbury pond. Their massiveness and accordance in elevation

with the inner ridge are good evidence that they were formed by

the same phase of ice action which was concerned in the construc-

tion of the main ridge of which they are but spurs.

The thick till phase of the moraine proper shades off imper-

ceptibly into the thin till phase of the upper surface of the gravel

plains on the north. This latter drift a])pears to be, over most of

the area, ordinary ground moraine like that on the mainland far

north of the moraines. Only here and there and particularly on the

extreme eastern border of the Oyster Bay quadrangle do consider-

able patches of till with morainal topography lie north of the main
wall, but none of these have the aspect of a frontal deposit. Thev
are, rather, thickened deposits of the ground moraine, and their

principal relief is molded on the ridges and valleys of the older

drift which they mantle. They have therefore on tlie map been

distinguished from the deposits which by their linear arrangement
and massiness more cleariy pertain to deposition at or immediately

beneath the ice front.

The stratified gravels in the moraine appear to belong to two dis-

tinct categories as regards the mode of their origin : 1) ontwashed
gravels laid down at the ice front and subsequently pushed up into

ridges ; 2) high cones or fans deposited along the ice front by out-

pouring streams either from fountains such as Russell has described
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on the Malaspina glacier ; or 3) deposits made in water-eaten cavities

in tlie ice front. As a rule, the gravels are seldom so well exposed

as to reveal the structures on which a decision as to their precise

character can be arrived at ; and their origin in the presence of the

ice in all cases being so intimate as to permit the falling of erratics

on their surfaces makes it difficult to discriminate them from the

gravelly till. This is particularly true where the growth of trees

and the overturning of the superficial deposits have broken up the

original stratification in the surficial portion so that the materials

have the structural appearance of till or at least ice-deposited

gravels. The deposition of the surface gravels by direct ice action

is sometimes shown by the scratches on hard silicious pebbles.

These scratches are usually miscroscopic and would have been

quickly effaced by water action. Such pebbles occur in the churned

up gravelly drift on the surface of the Columbia north of the

moraine. The structure of the principal knob in this moraine

chanced to be revealed in the summer of 1900, and the following

notes on Harbor hill show the surprising development of these

water-w^orn gravels in the deposit.

Harbor hill. The precise mode of accumulation of the materials

in the terminal moraine still demands explanation in numerous

details, particularly in regard to those j^ortions which are mainly

composed of stratified gravels and sands. Nowhere in the moraines

on the islands ofl: the southern shore of New England does this

problem become more urgent for a satisfactory answer than in

Harbor hill, a towering mass of stratified gravels, forming the cul-

minating point of the moraine on this quadrangle at the eastern

side of the pass through which the glacial drainage escaped from

Roslyn bay to the great south plain. This hill rises with steep

slopes into four knobs, the highest of which has an elevation of 391

feet, its base on the outwash plain being roughly circumscribed by

the 200 foot contour line.

At its eastern base, the hill is separated from the extension of

the morainal wall in that direction by a distinct depression, or

trough, one of those numerous channels wliich gave exit to the

intraglacial waters on to the outwash plain. On the west, its slopes

fall off to sealevel at the head of Hempstead harbor. The high
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point imineil is composed of stratiried gravtils and sands with yel-

lowish layers, dipping nearly flat on the north side of Hie suniniit

hut inclining to 3n^ south, and evidently truncated on the west.

This sectii»n was exposed in June 1900 in the excavation for a

hirge house then in pnx'ess of erection. Other small sections in

ilriveways along the western slope exhihited straiilied beds dip-

ping in j)laces 5° northward and usually eroded. On the western

slope bouldery till, reddish from oxidation, appears about 5 feet

thick; hut till is wantiui; over the summit, which evidently has not

?K'en run over by the ice.

A complete section through this hill would be required U) satisfy

the needs of an exact analysis of its mode of formation ; Ijut the

gravel beds dipping 30° south at the sumniit on the southern face

of the knob appear clearly to j)lace it in the group of glacial cones,

f«>rmed along the ice front, homologous to the alluvial cones which
form in the lower course of a drainage furrow on the side of a

mountain valley, with this difference, that the mass at whose base

it was formed, being ice, has melted away.

The glacial gravel in these cones and mounds arranofed aloncr the

ice front, would appear to have been washed off from the top of

the thinning ice border or to have issued from tunnels in the upper
part of the ice. The character of the material in Harbor hill gives

a decisive clue to its origin. The gravels are mostly yellow (piartz

from tiie older Pleistocene deposits which flank the moraine on the

north. They probably have not been transi)orted for distances

greater than 1(» miles; they may have been caught up from the

base of the ice within ?, or 4 miles. At all events, they are locally

derived material already existing in the district when this advance
of the ice was accomplished.

The elevation of Harbor hill, nearly 40() feet above present sea-

level, alTords conclusive evidence as to the least estimate which may
be made on the bight of the ice front at this point. This bight was
at least 4no feet and probably more. This least elevation agrees
well with the data found by Smock^ in the longitudinal valleys of
northern New Jersey, where ice tongues rose northward tor a few

MniK k. J. C. On tlie siirfafe limit or thickness of the continental ghicier in
N«w .lersc-y unci adjacent sUtes. Am.' jour. sci. 8(1 ser. 1882. 25 : 339-50.
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miles at the rate of 30 feet to the mile. Such an elevation of the

ice sheet increasing northward over the sound and on the mainland

would give great hydrostatic pressure to the subglacial drainage, the

elfect of which would be to produce violent discharge at the front

in any direction, outward or upward, in free coursing streams on

the one hand and in fountains along the crevassed, drift-blocked ice

margin on the other hand, in the manner of the discharge from the

border of the Malaspina glacier as described by Russell.^ An over-

laden stream, scouring the gravelly bed of the glacier and rising at

the front tlirough a sliaft to a point of discharge on the margin,

would drop that material at the margin in a high cone, whose ulti-

mate form would depend on the degree to wliich it was deformed

by irregular deposition on buried masses of ice, the melting of

w^hich would let down those huge kamelike heaps of gravel in the

form of mounds along the ice front.

Distinction hetiueen outer and inner moraine. Two viery distinct

lines of moraines, designated as the inner and the outer, typically

developed on Cape Cod on the one hand and on Nantucket and

Marthas Vineyard on the other, have long been recognized by

American geologists, and have been traced with much certainty

across the intervening stretches of sea and land or islands to Long

Island, most successfully by Warren Upham,~ whose name and labors

must ever be associated with the glacial deposits of this region.

Mr Upham evidently regarded the inner of these two lines of

moraines as terminating, so far as its relief above sealevel is con-

cerned, at Port Jefferson. The morainal ridge which extends from

the vicinity of Coldspring to Xew York narrows was regarded as

the outer moraine. This interpretation has, so far as I know, ever

since been generally accepted,'^ and tlie moraines have so been repre-

sented on compiled maps, leaving as an unsolved problem the ques-

tion of what has become of so well defined a moraine as that which

from Port Jefferson eastward has been known as the inner moraine,

r — ——

—

— ——-~ ~~" "

1 Russell, I. C. Second expedition to Mt St Elias. U. S. geol. sur. 13th an.

rep't. 1893. pt 2, p. 81.

- Upham, Warren. Glacial history of the New England islands. Am. geol.

1899. 24 : 79-89.

^Chamberlin, T. C. U. S. geol. sur. 3d an. rep't. 1883. map, pi. 33.
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a deposit which is ahuost evorywiiere in its extent more massive

than the outer moraine.

The writer is led by his observations of the two moraines on Long

Island to dissent from this long accepted opinion, aiid to regard the

inner moraine as continuous westward of Port Jefferson to the vicinity

of Cokispring and Syosset, wliere the two moraines nearly coalesce.

They maintain their relative positions with some distinctness to the

vicinity of Roslyn, where the inner moraine crosses the outer

moraine, the latter disappearing beneath the later one, which con-

tinues onward to the western end of the island and becomes the

terminal moraine of the mainland. The tracing of the two moraines

made in the fall of 1900 by J. E. Woodman served to show the

extension of the inner moraine to tlie southwest of Port Jefferson

on to the eastern limits of the Oyster Bay quadrangle.

This interpretation of the westward extension of the two moraines

is quite in line with the observed tendency of the ice front along the

southern coast from the easternmost point in Massachusetts to the

Hudson river. On the east the moraines of Nantucket and Cai>e

Cod are at the outer margin of these two lobes more than 25 miles

apart. In the region of Vineyard sound they are from 5 to 10

miles apart ; they are quite 10 miles apart in the meridian of Block

island ; when they reappear on Long Island, they approach each

other. West of Roslyn, the second moraine crosses the lirst. From
this it is concluded that the inner moraine is not so much a reces-

sional moraine as a frontal moraine l)uiit after a retreat from the

position of the first moraine, followed by an advance to the position

of the second moraine, accompanied in the Hudson valley by a

greater outrun of the ice sheet than in the first advance. This

overlapping of moraines is a well attested phenomenon in the region

south of the great lakes.

The ice front which rested against the north coast of Long Island

in the vicinity of Port Washington can not well be the same as that

wliose m<jniine caps the cliffs east of Port Jefferson. In the first

place, at Port Washington the morainal accumulations are very

blight indeed and do not rise in mounds ; in the second place, the

ice sheet halted there for a brief time oidy, as is witnessed by the

small amount of outuMs!. in the sand plain at that locality. This
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halt is rather to be compared with those nearly stagnant ice fronts

which are marked over southeastern Massachusetts and in the Nar-

ragansett bay region by similar sand plains formed in the retreat

of the ice from the long maintained frontage on and against the

Cape Cod moraine, a stage everywhere on these islands marked by

well developed outwash plains.

Glacial streams. The course of glacial streams escaping from

the ice front and extending over the frontal plain on tlie south side

of the island is plainly indicated by the creases extending from the

moraines near the head of the north shore harbors and from other

passes in the main moraine. The principal of these streams seem

to have followed tlie course of the harbors, if we may judge from'

the cross-section of the erosion channel or interruption of the

moraine where they crossed it. The most instructive of these chan-

nels across the moraine is at Koslyn ; there is another at Manhasset,

and still another less marked at the southern end of Greatneck bay.

In each of these cases the larger valleys quite up to the pass

in the moraine appear to have been occupied by ice at the time

the ice sheet began to melt away. The thahveg north of the pass

or divide rises steeply, usually from the bay side, invariably much

steeper than the gradient of those valleys which, elsewhere on the

surface of the plains north of the moraine, have been interpreted as

older than the last ice advance. The pass in the moraine north of

Creedmoor at the southern end of Little Xeck bay is about 150 feet

above sealevel ; that of Manhasset bay is about 170 feet. The Ros-

lyn channel is at about 130 feet. There is thus no accordance of

level in these outlets.

Other passes across the main or inner moraine occur west of Ros-

lyn at about 230 feet, and east of Harbor hill at about 90 feet.

Southeast of Brook ville there is a pass at about 230 feet, and south

of East Norwich another at about 210 feet. All of these appear to

be more or less in line with certain valleys north of the moraine,

and all of them lead out south of the moraine into creases which

descend to the sea.

The broad depression passing by Locust Grove toward East Nor-

wich is not wholly erosional in origin. Just north of the road at

Locust Grove the bottom descends into a large elliptic pit suggesting
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tlio one time presence of an ice remnant. The marpns of tlie

depression also ai*e contoured as if by deposition a^^ainst a mass of

ice. It is j)recisely in tliis portion of the ice front that the crest of

the moraine beai-s indications of havintj been overridden bv tlie ice

(p. «3S.

The traii>iu<->runiiii water courses are bcs-t .studied at Itoslyn. At

this point the glacial stream excavated a trench nearly 40 feet deep

in the gravels immediately adjacent to the moraine on the south,

fi)rming well defined terraces fairly well brought out by the con-

toui-s on the map. About a mile below Koslyn this crease turns

sharply eastward for half a mile, then straightens out and continues

southward by Albertson, to the east of East Williston and thence to

the sea.

The frontal plain near Creedmoor e.vhibits no marked trace of a

crease, and many creases which are distinct on the outer southern

margin of the outwash plain become faint and practically disappear

as surface features nearer the moraine. This fadinjr of creases

would be caused by the wandering of streams over the surface,

spreading gravel and sand, with the aggradation or building up of

the plain by the streams near the ice front so long as they were

overloaded with debris.

The creases on the eastern part of the Hempstead quadrangle are

deflected southwestward into the Jamaica bay depression. East of

that region, the streams flow generally southward, the numerous
creases marked by the 100 foot contour line, for instance, gathering

southward into six or seven drainage channels through wdiich small

streams now drain the water from the plain.

Outtoash jtlain. The outwash plain is evidently more complex
ii; its origin that its mere surface would indicate. The disap-

pearance of the older Pleistocene gravels beneath the nioiaine on
the north at about 200 feet above the sea has already been noted.

Just as the level of these deposits falls off on the north side of the

moraine to the westward, so does the bight of the outwash plain,

and, for that matter, that of the main moraine itself. There is good
reason for holding therefore that the so-called Cohnnbia deposits

extend south of the moraine and presumably underlie the outwash
plain, if they do not actually form here and there surface exposures.
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Yellow and yellowish gravels occur in some of the railway cuts, but

it has not been possible in the present survey satisfactorily to delimit

such older deposits, except in one case, that of the Far Rockaway

ridge. This peculiar deposit is described on p. 651.

The materials exhibit at surface a gradual diminution in coarse-

ness from coarse gravel near the inner moraine to fine sands at the

outer limits of the plain. A shallow excavation in the county

building site at Mineola exhibited alternating layers of coarse, nut-

sized gravel and fine sandy gravel with feebly developed crossbeds

at intervals. The pebbles were mostly white quartz and gneiss,

this latter often decayed. More rarely were seen small pebbles of

ironstone and a ferruginous conglomerate of white cpiartz pebbles.

Pebbles as large as 3 inches in diameter were extremely rare.

A rather anomalous element for the npper part of the section of

the plain is the brick clay found at East Williston. While clays

would normally develop about the margin of a plain of this char-

acter in the sea, to be subsequently overlain by the outward growth

of the thickening plain, such clays would hardly be formed with a

surface so nearly that of the completed gravel plain ; and it is prob-

able that these are either an older degraded deposit or owe their

position to the deformation and uplift of the basement on which the

deposits and topography of the last extraglacial streams have been

imposed. The section, which is exposed in a somewhat depressed,

troughlike area, is as follows

:

SECTION OF CLAYS AT EAST WILLISTON
Feet

Soils... ,
1.5

Sand, gravelly, with quartz and granitic pebbles, locally red-

1

dened L

Clays, sandy, with quartz pebbles

Clay, sandy in yellow band

Clay, blue, finely laminate, rarely with quartz pebbles,

exposed ^

The section is apparently conformable throughout. Crosby, if I

understand him rightly, would refer these clays to the Tertiary.

The manner in which the water percolating through the sand

plain north of and above the 60 foot contour in the Hempstead

8
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quudrHiigle comes to the surface south of that limit and flows in

Biimll streams to tlio sea 6u«^gests that clays are there immediately

beneath the surface veneer of sand and tine gravel.

Tlie surface slopes seaward at the rate of about 15 feet to the

mile. Aside from the drainage creases above referred to, no other

lines of water action have been found within the area. The line of

contact with the moraines gradually rises from west to east, very

much as the elevation of the older Pleistocene increases on the north

of the moraine. Everywhere the plain appears to rise continuously

to tlie base of the moraines. The only possible exception to this

statement is found in the barlike ridge which lies northeast of Ilicks-

ville ; but the northern slope of this bar, much steeper on the whole

than it^ southeastern face, is not conclusively to be compared with

the northern margin of a frontal terrace plain such as that of

Nantucket, in which the outwash of sand and gravel has carried the

deposit up against the base of the ice front. If this deposit were of

such an origin, its northern slope would fix the front of the ice at

the time of the making of the outer line of morainal deposits, about

half a mile in front of the submarginal moraine, and this gravel bar

would somewhat antedate the part of the creased plain lying to the

west.

The })lain everywhere on the south sinks beneath the surface of

the marsh without trace of a shore line action. So far as its present

surface is concerned, it appears to have arisen by the outwash of

streams in the manner of those extensive sheets of gravel, sand, and

glacier mud which confront the Malaspina and other existing gla-

ciers in high latitudes at the present day.

With the completion of the iimer moraine and the sheeting over

of tlie southern outer slope with gravels and sands creased by out-

running streams, the principal work of the ice sheet on this portion

of the island ceased, and we next find indications of its front farther

nortii along the blnffHke descent to the present T^ong Island sound.

This front is lH?st marked at Port AVashington and on the area to the

wfhtward shown on the Harlem and Brooklyn quadrangles.

Port Washington stage. The first definite trace of a halt

in the ice front after the retreat from the main moraine is found on

the northern and western extremity of Manhasset neck near Port
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Washington; hence the ice-laid and the water-laid drift of this epi-

sode are here assembled under the name of the Port Wasliington

stage of ice retreat.

Whether some of the deposits lying south of this line and yet

north of the moraine, as in the plain north of Greenvale station,

may not constitute an intermediate series of deposits can only be

determined by more evidence than the topography of the deposits

alone affords.

From the village of Port Washington northwestward there over-

looks the harbor a thick plain of sand with a lobate margin. These

lobes point inward from the east and the north and have their sum-

mit line traced by the 80 foot contour line. The plain of sand is

free from boulders, and its structure, as shown in numerous deep

sand pits, consists of beds dipping everywhere southward toward

the shore at angles of about 20°. All about the iceward edge of

tlie sand plain are boulder-strewn fields, which on the north and

west have a decidedly morainic topography below the 100 foot con-

tour line. From near Plum point around the coast of the sound to

Mott point this topography is very distinct, forming a rough slope

to the sea rather than a ridge ; but the morainal deposits, as shown

at Barker point, are a mere veneer over older glacial beds.

The topography thus defined marks the overlap of the ice sheet at

this stage on Manhasset neck, and the sand plain is a delta formed

in a body of water whose surface was approximate)}^ at the level of

the summit line of the lobate margin of the deposit.

It follows from this conclusion that, if other sand plains at this

level occur to the east and west on the north side of the moraine

within approximately the same distance of retreat from the main

moraine, the probable position of the ice front at this later stage

may be traced by drawing a line along the northern margin of these

deltas.

Another such deposit less clearly developed occurs at Great Neck

village at approximately the same hight ; and, as the line between

the inner margin of the sand plain and the ice edge on the western

part of Manhasset neck turns in this direction, it appears legitimate

to associate the two deposits in the manner indicated. The line

thus di*awn suffices to show that the front of the ice sheet was at
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thU time very irregular in inUline as compan •! u Ifli tho. rr.'sf of tlie

inner moraine {»fe pi. l>).'

As the land, on the Boutli of the Port Wasliintrtoii stage, on the

Ovster liav unadniiiirlo evervwiiere in the moraine rises to levels

higher than SO feet aliove the present sealevel but Is open to the

west, the nature of the body of water in which the deltas at this

Htage were builf - whether fresh water or sea water— must l)e

determiiKHl by observations dra^vn from outside the district. With

this jKiint in mind, the following notes from the Harlem and Brook-

lyn sheets throw light on the glacial history of this area.

Harlem and Brooklyn quadrangles

For the purpobe of comparison and in order to follow out to some

definite conclusion the problems arising on the area heretofore dealt

with, a recoimaissance was made of the region on the west. The

questions which have thus far arisen are the distinction between the

inner ami the outer moraine, the nature of the water body in which

the Port Wtuihington delta was deposited, and incidentally the rea-

son for the divii-inii of glacial drainage on the outwa^li plain into

Jamaica bay.

It has l>een shown how the "inner " moraine becomes the

principal jind outer moraine west of Koslvn. From this vicinitv,

particularly near llollis, to the western limit of the island the aline-

ment of the front of the moraine at its merging into the sand plain

'i!> strikingly uniform in direction. From 2 to 3 miles east. and
west of Jamaica this line certainly is suggestive of an ancient shore

line, now at about 80 feet above the sealevel.

A numl)6r of newly cut streets expose the glacial deposits along
this line, particularly on the crest and frontal slope of the moraine
in the vicinity of Januiica. The moraine near the front is composed
of till with medium-.sized boulders, often passing into an ill strati-

tied, contorted drift, with lenses of till and gravel, the topography
of the whole Injing of the knob and basin type.

The frontal slo|)c of the moraine inclines from 15'' to 20°, an

> On the colored geological mapacwmpanyiug this report, the deposit at Great
^^

' " '
'»* ""^ «llsrriiniimt.-<l from th<- older Mauhasset sands for the reason
II (jf fl,#- (Icpobit was obtiiinuble.
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angle rarely as steep as that of repose of sliding materials on an

ancient cliff whose base has been abandoned by the sea. One such

steep place a few yards in length occurs between Jamaica and

Ilollis.

Along the base of the slope at the inner edge of the plain,

if wave action had determined the lineality of the morainal front

and secondarily its slope, there is a lack of the critical evidence

which one would expect to find at the place. The generally

unstratified character of the deposit forming the morainal front

offers little evidence as to whether it has been cut back by wave

action or not, but on the west side of Prospect park in Brooklyn

decisive evidence on this point is found.

West of Prospect park the morainal front maintains its lineal

course toward Xew York narrows, but with a rather bulging

frontal slope composed of stratified gravels. As seen in pits open

in the season of 1900, these stratified gravels rise up steeply from

the northern margin of the frontal plain, then bend downward into

a large kettle-hole in tlie deposit, a c^.epression marking the site of a

mass of ice. The attitude of the beds suggests frontal shoving on

the part of the ice sheet as well as irregular deposition ; but the

significant feature at this locality is the apparent absence of any-

thing like a cut bench or cliff in the bulging front of the deposit.

The structure of the sand plain is exposed in occasional pits.

The beds are prevailingly cross-bedded, showing frequent reversals

in direction of the transportation of the sediments. Such cross-

bedded layers occur in glacial gravels where there is no reason for

supposing the sea to have acted on them.

On the east, on the Oyster Bay sheet, the inner margin of this

frontal plain rises above the 100 foot contour level ; in this region

it sinks gradually below it, till north of the Jamaica bay depression,

where the plain has a width not exceeding 1|- miles above sealevel,

its bight next the moraine is only 60 feet ; westward it rises slightly

again. For a portion of its length, therefore, this line accords in

elevation with the 80 foot level of the water body in which the

Port AYashington delta was built. If througliout the line accorded

with the Port AYashington level, it would favor the existence at

that stage of a body of water in front of as well as in the rear of
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tho luoniine. So far us chii be seen, such a l»ody of water innst

have l»eeM the sea, ami it would be warrantable to suppose that the

laud stood SO feet lower than now with reference to the ocean.

Jamaica bay depression

The possibility of such deformation of the frontal plain since

glacial times i\& would produce the present departure from the 80

foot level along the northern margin is negatived by the peculiar

depression known as Jamaica bay, whose origin it is now necessary

to consider before arriving at a conclusion concerning the submer-

gence or non-submergence of the island at the time of the Port

Washington stage of ice retreat,
^

The semicircular area of marshes and salt creeks forming Jamaica

bav outlines a remarkable depression in the outwash plain. The

Hiomine immediately back of it is cpiite as well developed as for

some distance cast and west of it, nor is the crest of the moraine

l>erceptibly lower at this point, where there appears to be a lack

of development oi the plain. The moraine shows therefore no

signs of having been depressed at this point, and was formed prob-

ablv later than the depression referred tu.

That this depression iu the plain is a feature dating from early

g'acial times and an original feature in the growth of the plain is

also shown by the behavior of the creases or drainage channels

which lead into the bay : these creases converge on all sides toward

the depression, showing that the slopes of the plain were then as

now toward this relatively unfilled area. It follows therefore that

the plain has not necessarily been deformed since glacial times, and

that the rising and falling of the inner line of contact of the plain

with the moraine is an original constructional characteristic of the

de|H)sits. If this reasoning be correct, then the local coincidence in

level of the inner margin of the plain with the level of the Port

Washinirt«Hi delta is not due to the control of a water level common

to both areas.

Moreover there is reason to believe that the frontal plain was

mainly developed when the ice lay along the inner moraine pre-

vious to the Port AVashington stage, and, as will shortly be stated,

that the Port Washington delta was deposited later in a temporary

lake confined l>etween the moraine and the retreating ice front.
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Concerning the origin of tlie Jamaica bay depression, it is inti-

mately associated with another feature, the Far Rockaway ridge

ah'eady mentioned as extending northeastward on the southeast side

of the bay till it disappears beneath the sands of the frontal plain

near Lynbrook. The structure of this ridge is not well revealed.

So far as the superficial deposits go, they appear ev^erywliere to be

yellowish quartz gravels up to 3 inclies in diameter. Like the

depressed area northwest of it, the ridge appears certainly to be

older than the surface features of the plain in its vicinity.

Barn urn's island, lying to the east of the Far Rockaway ridge, was

not visited ; but the following well section, reported by Dv F. J. H.

Merrill several years ago, would seem to indicate that the Far

Rockaway gravel extends in that direction. The normal sediments

of the outwash plain would be, at least at surface, at this distance

from the moraine fine sand rather than gravel.

WELL SECTION ON BARMUM's ISLAND^ Feet

Sand and gravel, stratified 70

Clay and clayey sand with lignite 56

Gravel and fine sand with clayey sand ,

.

44

Blue clay, clayey sand and silt, with lignite and pyrites 168

Crosby agrees in referring the upper 70 feet to the yellow gravel.

The elevation of the ridge is quite uniformly a little more tlian

20 feet above the sealevel ; its direction is parallel with the moraine

on the north of it. This association of a depression which appears

to have been in the process of filling by streams pouring from the

ice front, with a bar of gravels older than the outwash plain, as their

composition and form show, suggests the deformation of the

Columbia or some underlying coastal plain formation at some time

anterior to the completion of the moraine and its frontal plain.

Such deformation might well arise as the effect of the imposition of

the weight of the ice sheet on the yielding sediments previously

deposited. In this view, the Far Rockaway ridge is an outlying,

upraised fold, or " parma," ^ and the bay a correlated depressed area,

^ Merrill, F. J. H. Geology of Long Island. N. Y. acad. sci. Annals. 1886.

3 : 350.

2 Suess, Edouard. La face de la terre. Paris. 1897. 1 : 830.
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both of which are an effect of the early invasion of this part of the

island by the ice.

On the other hand, it is possible that this bar may be the inner

margin of a stratum of these yellow gravels, the low ground north

of it being the unfilled portion of a longitudinal valley but it does

not seem possible at present to demonstrate this view.

Glaciated ledges

Frontal moraines mark the position of the ice front. The motion

of the ice, at least near its margin, will tend to be toward that front

;

hence, since the moraine in this part of the island trends to the south

of west, forming a lobate line across this region and that adjacent

in Xew Jersey, glacial striae in this .part of the island should run

to the east of south. A number of ledges of gneiss in Long Island

City meet this reqnii-ement. One of the largest exposures of bed

rock occupies a vacant lot adjoining the Queens county courthouse

on the west. The ledge is heavily glaciated, forming a long, low

rorhe moutoiinee. The striae range in direction from 29° to 30°

west (magnetic). A. few striae run from n 15 w, and one set of

scratches lies in a northwest direction. The strike of the foliation

of the gneiss is n 25 e magnetic. Other outcrops occur to the north-

east with striae running from the north northwest. A series of

shallow oval depressions extends in a northwest and southeast direc-

tion across one outcrop, the whole bearing evidence of water action,

presumably that of a subglacial stream.

The southeastward movement of the ice on this side of the Hud-

son valley is further attested by the drift. The moraine from

Brooklyn as far east as Oyster Bay contains trap boulders, the

nearest known site of which rock is in the Palisade trap ridge on

the west bank of the Hudson river.

Stratified red sands, also undoubtedly derived from the area of

Triassic red sandstones now found only on the west bank of the Hud-

S4JI1, occur in a section by the roadside from Corona to Astoria, being

there overlain by 8 or 9 feet of gray till with trap boulders.^

' B<niUlers of trap and red sandstone were seen by Sir Charles Lyell in an exca-

vation made in a Ixjiildcr bed at the Brooklyn navy yard. See Lyell, Charles.

Tniv.k it. Vortl, \M„rioi. N. Y. 1845. 1 : l«y-90.
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This fanning of the ice sheet to the eastward on the east side of

the lower Hudson and to the westward on the west side is consistent

with the form of the moraine across the mouth of the river. The

axis of the lobe thus indicated has been fixed by Salisbury on the

west side of the Palisade trap ridge.^

From wliat has been stated, it would appear that the western end

of Long Island is occupied by a moraine and a contemporaneous

outwash plain built along the margin of the ice sheet, when it had,

in this region adjacent to the mouth of the Hudson, ]3U8hed a lobate

mass somewhat farther south than the limit attained by an earlier

stand of the ice front, marked eastward by the outer moraine from

near Roslyn to JSTantucket ; that the frontal plain in this district rises

to slightly different lev^els against the front of the moraine, a feature

which is constructional and not due to post-glacial warping ; and that

the front of the moraine as a whole presents no decisive evidence

of having been subjected to marine action above the present level

of the sea.

With this statement of the observations bearing on the marine

limit at the time of the last ice invasion, it is necessary to return to

the later ice phenomena exhibited in connection with the Port

Washington stage of the' retreat.

Port Washington glacial lake

It has already been pointed out that the last evidence of the pres-

ence of the ice sheet on the area covered by the Oyster bay quad-

rangle is found in a well defined delta and attendant ice-laid deposits

occupying the semicircular tip of Mannasset neck. The phenomena

indicatinoj a halt of the ice front as^ainst this headland for a brief

time subsequent to the retreat from the inner moraine at Roslyn are

very clear. The conclusion having been reached that the area has

not been submerged to the depth of 80 feet since the beginning of

the deposition of moraines in this part of the island, it seems neces-

sary to further examine the region to determine the possibility of

this delta having been built in a temporary glacial lake.

To the north and west of Port Washington occur a number of

gravel and sand pits opened in a characteristic glacial delta, whose

» Salisbury, R. D. N. J. geol. sur. An. rep't state geol. for 1893. 1894. p. 161.
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upper surface, as iiuliciited by the topo<^rapliic map, is about 80 feet

above the present scale vel. The outer, or soutlierii edge of this

delta is sharply lobate, each lobe corresponding, as in existing deltas,

to the encl of some distributary stream coursing in glacial times over

its surface to the body of water in which the deposit was accumu-

lating. Taking the summit line of these lobes as indicating the water

level of the time, it is evident that the water body rose SO feet above

the present sealevel. We shall examine presently into the question

whether this water was the sea or a lake held in on the north side of

the moraine by the ice sheet which still occupied Long Island sound.

The front of this sand plain or delta is concave toward Manhasset

bay, trending northward from Port AVashington and then westf

ward about one mile beyond the villai^e. This form of the front is

accordant with the outline of the outer curve of the neck. At a

distance varvinu: from half a mile to a mile from the lobes the glacial

stmtified sands j)ass into till, and the level surface of the old delta

gives place to a hummocky topography, sloping generally toward

the oi>en waters of the sound, plainly indicating the deposits which

were laid down in the presence of the ice or beneath it while the

waters pouring from the ice constructed the delta. We thus have

the picture of a small semicircular embayment of the ice front.

From an inspection of the ground, it appears that the edge of the

ice lapped over on the existing land for a distance of three fourths

of a mile to nearly a mile from Barker point, around by Sands Light

point, and for a slightly greater breadth on the eastern side, a£

least as far as Mott point. Beyond this locality it is quite impossible

to discriminate the deposits of the ice made at this stage from the

earlier deposits laid down when the ice front was closely pressed

against the moraine on the south.

The structure of the delta as exposed in tlie summer of 1900 is

typically deltiform, with beds of sand steeply inclined toward the

frontal lobes, each bed having been deposited in its present inclina-

tion on the growing edge of the deltii, as the streams coursing over

the embankment, already ])uilt up to water level by this process,

came to the outer margin and let their load of sand come to rest

by sliding down the frontal slope to the angle of repose for that

material in water. {See pi. 7 and 8)
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In the southern part of the sand plain exposed by excava-

tion, the inclined, or fore set beds are not overlain bv any distinct

coating of horizontal, or top set beds but farther north such layers

appear. {See pi. 8)

The bit of evidence here presented concerning the form of the ice

front shows that the margin at this time was less regular than when

it lay against or on the high moraine from 4 to 5 miles south.

It evidently extended across Manhasset bay from the vicinity of

Plum point to the opposite shore and thence westward lay against

the land at least as far as College Point, where again there was built

a small delta deposit later than the moraine. There is good reason,

therefore, to believe that the water body in which the delta at Port

Washington was built was cut off from the sound along the north

shore of the island, and that the sound was as yet filled with glacial

ice. Just north of Port Washington village, there is a deep channel

Of furrow beginning in the trough occupied by the middle one of

three ponds and extending northeastward across the gravelly and till

deposit to the vicinity of Mott point. The bottom of this trough,

whose contours are shown on the topographic map, is about 75 feet

above the present sealevel. The trough has the form of one of

those creases eroded or kept open by water flowing out of the ice

sheet or from one glacial lake to another along the ice front. At

the time it may have connected the waters conlined in Hempstead

bay with the water held by the ice sheet in the Manhasset bay

depression.

The crease at the southern end of Hempstead bay, at Poslyn,

shows clearly that a stream once discharged there across the moraine

on the plain, with its bed over 120 feet above the present sealevel.

Hempstead harbor is bounded on the east quite up to the sound by

land rising above 100 feet, so that, when the ice front retreated from

the morainal wall at Eoslyn, drainage would continue to escape

through the Roslyn channel till the Mott point channel was opened

by the retreat of the ice north of that point. At this stage any open

water in Hempstead harbor would have escaped into tlie Port

Washington body and its level fallen off to about 80 feet. This

arrangement of cols and drainage channels, considered in relation to

the retreat of the ice front, proved by the Port Washington stage,
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makes it highly probable that for a time Hempstead harbor was

the site of a small glacial lake, at tii-st discharging at the 120 foot

level at lioslyii, and later by the SO foot channel into the Manhasset

water body. It now remains to determine whether the high level of

water in >ranhasset bay was then at sealevel or wht'ther it too was

held np by a glacial barrier.

South of Manhasset is a col in the moraine, at an elevation of

alxint 175 feet, nuich higher than many cols separating the bay from

lower passes through the moraine in the country on the e^st of the

bay. It is evident that this col, which lies just east of Lake Sur-

prise, could not have been used as an outlet for the water confined

in Manhasset bay after the ice front had retired as far north as Port

Washington, for the water level had then fallen to 80 feet, as wit-

nessed bv the delta at that localitv.

West of Manhasset bay, most of the region north of the moraine

fails to attain the 100 foot level. The moraine itself presents a con-

tinuous barrier rising above the 80 foot contour line at all points till

the vicinity of Maple Grove is reached. Between this locality and

Prospect park in Brooklyn, there are eight or nine low, troughlike

passes across the crest of the moraine, which might have served for

the overflow of water held in on the north between the moraine and

the retreating ice front as late as the Port Washington stage, while

the ice, on account of its greater activity near the axis of the Hud-

son lobe, maintained its position close to the moraine in the vicinity

of Brooklyn, at least depassing the 80 foot contour line on the back

of the moraine so as effectually to prevent discharge by a lower

level into New York bay north of the Narrows.

These troughs across the moraine are singularly uniform in level.

In all those enumerated their bottoms lie according to the govern-

ment survey between the 100 foot and the 80 foot contour lines.

Some of them are clearly inosculating kettle-holes, marking the site

of melting masses of the ice. From some of them, drainage creases

can l>e traced out over the frontal plain. They are best developed

in line with the bays and depressions on the north side of the

moraine, and hence were probably the paths of subglacial streams,

as in the case of the passes on the Oyster Bay rpiadrangle. They
are however not unicpie in this portion of the moraine. There are
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other similar passes at higher levels. Their coincidence of level is

apparently accidental ; but their repetition not only determined the

level to which delta construction should reach in the temporary

lake behind the moraine at this stage, but the fact also explains the

failure to depart from that approximate level while the ice main-

tained its position. With the possibility of the water spilling over

through several or all of these channels, the drainage, if the time

were short, would hardly concentrate on any one of them. That

the time was short, is shown by the small delta built at this level.

Where the outpouring stream from the ice was strongest, the delta

pushed out about a mile.

The deep drainage furrow dissecting the delta on a north and

south line indicates a sudden falling off in the water lev^el. This

undoubtedly points to a change in the position or in the solidity of

the ice barrier on the west, such as to permit the confined waters to

escape into New York bay at a lower level than the passes in the

moraine. The fact of such a change of level is indicated in a small

delta at about 40 feet in the vicinity of College Point.

College Point delta

A poorly developed delta fringes the southern slope of the bar of

glacial drift which connects College Point with the village of White-

stone. The northern slope and much of the crest of this ridge are

morainal, though sands are exposed here and there beneath this ice-

laid coating. At a point about due south of the bottom of Powell

cove, a section open in June 1900 showed the fore set and top set

beds of a typical delta structure extending southward. The struc-

ture as in fig. 9 indicates a period of building at about 35 feet above

the present sealevel, followed by a rise of the water level of about 5

feet, the whole indicating clearly a water body north of the main

moraine at about 40 feet above the present sealevel.

The ice front had now evidently retreated along a part of the

line somewhat north of its position at the Port Washington stage.

That this retreat was not without slight advances, is probably indi-

cated by the evidence of rising water level in the College Point

delta ; but the opening of crevasses in the ice margin and their sub-
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sequent closing might under the local circumstances have accom-

plished, as in existing glaciers, such minor changes of water level.*

A glance at the toi)ogra})hic map will show that from Flushing

bay, the shore line of which at the time the College Point delta

was deposited must have been about 40 feet higher than now, there

is a well defined channel extending westward from Newton tlirough

Wintield Junction to the head of Newtown creek. From this point

escape of the water to or connection with the sea was possible

either along the northwestward course of Newtown creek to the

East river at Hunters point or, if that way was still blocked by the

ice sheet, along a more southerly course between Williamsburg and

Brooklyn into Wallabout bay, the highest land there lying between

the 20 foot and 40 foot contours. From Wallabout bay a somewhat
winding passage below the 40 foot level was open, permitting dis-

charge into or connection with Gowanus bay just north of the

moraine at the Narrows.

As for the possibility

of the 40 foot delta at

N College Point having
2^LmL -b^

^^^^^^^^^ *^-^^5^s^%_ been deposited at sea-""^^ ^^^- level, it should be

Fig. 9 CYoss-section of the structures observed in the Col- Stated that similar for-
lege Point delta, n, fore-set beds; 6, top set beds; c, ,

.

i r i

morainal ridge or bar matlOUS UOrtll 01 the

moraine indicate wide-

spread waters at about this level. When these have been fully

investigated it may be necessary to admit a submergence to this

extent. What is stated here must be taken with this reservation

in mind.

' See, on the formation of tcmporar.v lakes at the present time, Edouard Suess,
La face de la terre. Paris. 1900. 2 : 590-97. and the authors there cited; also De
Upparent. Traite de peologie. 4me ed. Paris, 1900. p. 302-3, on the sudden
drainage of glacial lakes. For American glacial lakes of the class here described,
•f<? H. B. KGmraell. Lake Pas.saic. an extinct glacial lake, in N. J. geol. «ur.
an. rcp't for 1893. Trenton 1894. p. 225-328; .separately printed 1895. p. 1-89;
Crosby and Grabau. Glacial lake deposits near lioston, Science. 1896. 3 : 212-
13; also Grabau in Crosby's Geology of the Boston basin. 1900. v. 1. pt 3,

p. 564-lK)0, pi. 25; and Warren Upham, The glacial lake Agassiz, U. S. geol.
8ur. Monogniph 25. 1895. G58 p.
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The position of the ice front is definitely fixed in this field during

the retreat by certain sandy deltas backed by niorainal deposits.

Elsewhere in the retreat from the main moraine, the j^osition of

the ice front is indefinite. In the hypothesis of glacial lakes lield

in by it, it is placed at certain points so as to control the outlet of

water bodies or lakes whose level is known. Tliere are in tliis

district certain drift ridges which simulate the form and extension

of the main moraine, and they appear to have developed in part

during the retreat from the outer ridge at East New York. Their

trend a,nd position accord as nearly as might be expected with the

position of the ice front at the time of the Port Washington and

College Point stages.

In a broad sense most of the western part of the island north

of the moraine is morainal. But it has a distinct aggregation in

belts rudely parallel to the outer moraine and presumably to the

ice front as it retreated. Some of the thicker deposits may be due

to the working over of the moraine whose disappearance beneath

this later drift at Poslyn has been noted.

A glance at the contours on the map will show a line of irregu-

lar, flattish drift hills with hollows lying about 2 miles north of

the main moraine. This line is encountered at East Williamsburg.

On the north and west of Corona is a curved line of deposits

highly suggestive of an ice margin, and the phenomena are repeated

in deposits bending around from East Calvary cemetery near Hun-

ters northeastward past Pavenswood into Astoria and thence to

the East river near Sanford point. This line is, again, about 2

miles farther back than the Corona line, and the two bend south-

westward toward New York bay, as the line might be expected to

bend if the ice were not completely stagnant along tlie axis of most

rapid movement down the Hudson valley. Moreover, the Astoria

line is apparently a continuation of the College Point frontal

deposits, and they are so represented by the line drawn on the

accompanying sketch map (pi. 9). The line of the Port Washing-

ton stage is not so definitely known. From Littleneck bay it is

represented as following the Corona deposits ; it may have rested

ao-ainst the drift hills on either side of the southern end of Fluph-

ing bay ; the results are practically the same in either view.



Plate 9

SKETCH MAP OF

A PART OF LONG ISLAND

SHOWING

PROBABLE POSITION OF RETREATING ICE-FRONT

AT PORT WASHINGTON AND COLLEGE POINT

STAGES or DELTA BUILDING.

Tine map includes the area from Roslyn and Glen Cove on the east to Brooklyn and from the moraine to the north shore. The obliquely ruled black lined ai-eas comprise
lamd above the 100 toot line. The unruled area between the morainie and the heavy black line representing the Port Washington ice front gives the approximate extent of
the fresh-water lake held in at the Port Washington stage. The dotted surface with lobate margins shows the position of the delta of that stage, and the arrow indicates
the channel through which the Hempstead bay lake drained into Manhasset bay lake, from which in turn the water may have escaped Into the Little Ne«k and Flushing bay
regiom, and so spilled over the monaine In some one or more o£ the low passes marked by small arrows.
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SUMMARY OF GLACIAL HISTORY.
•

From wlmt has been stated of this district, it appears that rela-

tively early ii» the Glacial period the area now forining the western

|»art of Long Island received a thick coating of gravels and sands,

some of the del)ris being eroded from the deposits of the coast plain

remaining in the area, some of them being borne from the main-

land on the north ; that ])robably somewhere near the middle of this

time, as indicated l)y the occurrence of the deposits in the section,

there was an actual invasion of the district by ice, either floating ice

ur land ice, in either case probably the margin or detached floating

portions of the front of an ice sheet laying down till in the district.

These deposits as a whole underlie the moraines and are apparently

the Columbia formation of McGee. Certain aspects of the deposits

seem to be paralleled in Xew Jersey by the yellow gravel forma-

tions described by Salisbury.* Subsequent to their deposition, which

locally affords no decisive evidence of the relation of land to sea-

level, they appear to have been somewhat dissected by open air

streams, indicating an epoch of deglaciation or ice retreat of indeli-

nite duration. Following this came the deposition of two lines of

moraines in the area, an outer and inner or earlier and later, but in

the western part of the field the later ice front depassed the position

of the earlier advance. The land appears to have been as high

above sealevel as it is now, if not higher; and during the retreat of

the ice one or more temporary lakes existed back of the moraine,

flrst at 80 feet above the present sealevel, then possibly at about 40

feet. This lower body of water may have been at sealevel as

stated above. With the retreat of the ice front across East river,

the region escai)ed from the fleld of glacial action, and its latest

glacial deposits and features pertain to the very beginnings of the

ice retreat, a time but slightly past the culminating phase of the

last or Wisconsin glacial epoch. Of any such distinctions as a Cham-

2»lain and Terrace epoch there appears here no trace, for the over-

wash plain was making while the ice was at its maximum extension,

and tho irlaoial tfrraoos marked by the small deltas described in this

'Salisbury, H. I). N. J. geol, sur. An. rep't state geol. 189o. p, 67-72.
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report were made before the ice liad melted back 5 miles from its

extreme prolongation. Tliej clearly belong however to the period

of retreat ; but the mainland on the north was still actively glaciated.

POST-GIiACIAL CHANGES AND PBOCESSBS NOW IN ACTION

The disappearance of the ice from a glaciated district of itself

induces certain changes which are not wanting in this part of Long

Island. The melting out of remnants of the glacier or those parts

of its base which filled depressions has in many instances given rise

to small lakes and tarns. A number of these small lakes exist in

the moraine w^est of Roslyr. Of these, Lake Surprise is the best

and largest example. It lies at an elevation of about 200 feet above

the sea in a basin whose sides are gravelly till. Presumably the

bottom is clay rather than gravel, as the waters would escape

through the latter. Such lakelets depend on the percolation of the

ground waters through the relatively gravelly or sandy materials of

the superficial deposits, the water standing in the pond at the level

of the ground water in the gravels. Other small lakelets lie in

depressions in the outwash plain, as at Plattsdale. Westbury pond

is one of this class named on the map.

The streams of the plain flow, as has been indicated, in courses

which were carved out by the once more vigorous glacial streams or

in still older channels on the north side of the moraine. Owing to

the porosity of the glacial gravels, much of the rainfall soaks into the

ground and issues near sealevel in the form of springs, hence, since

the run-off is small, Httle erosive work has been accomplished in the

post-glacial epoch. Yet the streams which converge into Oyster

bay have contributed enough gravel and sand to form a narrow

flat, modified by wave action where the village of that name

stands.^

Marine action at the present sealevel has cut back the outwash

plain on the south coast as well as the Far Rockaway ridge, so that

the outermost extent of both of these formations is now destroyed.

* In June 1900 a well bored by means of a drill on the north side of Main st.

760 feet distant from the beach met at the depth of 45 feet^35 feet below sealevel)

a marl containing oyster shells (Ostrea sp). Above this l)ed were gravels,

below light yellowish sand.
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ami a low bluff faces the sea. Ears of sand have been partially or

wliolly thrown across the old glacial stream channels by the waves.

Tlie most notable of these marine deposits are in the form of off-

shore bars, subject to frecpient changes in hight and position.^

On tlie north shore, wiiere the wave action is less vigorous, there

has been less cutting back, but, the cliffs being higher, other factors,

such as landslips and the ordinary work of gravity on loose materials,

nearly compensate for this difference in the quantity of materials

handled by tlie waves. The wave action on this side of the island

has been in part resisted by the numerous boulders which come to

rest upon the beaches from the undercutting of the till, a feature

which is wanting on the soutli shore. Numerous small barrier

beaches occur, usually with outlets at their western end for the

lagoons or back bays which they inclose. A few small masses of

land, which otherwise would stand out as islands along the north

shore, are tied together and so to the main island by these beaches,

as in the case of Center island in Oyster Bay harbor, which is thus

joined with Oak neck, and that in turn to the land. The upper and

iinier portions of these beaches are composed of dune sand.

In the narrower bays and creeks behind the barrier beaches marine

marshes have developed on both sides of the island. The extent of

these dej)0sits on the south side is very much less than on the south

coast. The land in such situations usually slopes beneath the inner

margin of the marsh flats without evidence of former wave action

at this level. Both the beaches and the marshes have developed in

post-glacial time. If during all this time the sea stood at its present

level, before the barrier beaches were formed the waves must have

had a relatively free run against the sides of certain inclosed uncut

l)ay shores c^ the present time, and would have nipped the incoher-

ent materials so as to form a small but perceptible cut bench and

bluff. The absence of this feature in what but for the barrier

beaches would be exposed bay shores seems explicable only on the

hypothesis that the land has sunk, so that the wave-cut terraces,

' For a recent discussion of the origin and terminology of seashore deposits,

coDsiilt F. I*. Gulliver, Shore line topogniphy. Am. acad. arts and sci. Proc.

1899. 34: 151-2r)8: also F. .1. II Merrill. Barrier beaches of the Atlautic coast,

Pop. sci. mo. 1890. 37:736-45.
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made when there were no barrier beaches, are beneath the present

sealevel.^

Wherever the breadth of water is sufficient, however, and the

depth too great to permit of marsh growth the bay shores are now
being cut back in a marked manner by wave action, as at Cooper

Huff.

Evidence of local depression of the shore line is found in beds of

peat extending outside of the beach below low tide level. Such a

bed, containing a flattened log, w^as exposed in the summer of 1900

at the northeast end of the barrier beach uniting Prospect point with

Sands point. Peat was also exposed on the front of the beach at low

tide half a mile southeast from Prospect point. In view, howev^er, of

the compressibility of the original swamp deposits, these localities

can hardly be regarded as proofs of a general sinking of the

island.^

It is questionable whether even measurable evidence of a slight

depression of the shore line along a coast of incoherent and yielding

materials such as the clays and gravels of the north coast of Long

Island may be taken as evidence of a movement of the continent.

There is a slow movement of the loose materials toward the shore in

many high bluflis. At Ragged Land point east of Northport harbor

this movement in clays has developed a landslide structure, a pro-

cess which presumably has been continuous since the suggestive

name was given to the irregular projection which these clays make

on the beach. They move with something like glacial flow, over-

running the normal beach, the wave action being there unequal to

the task of maintaining a straight shore line.

^ De la Beche appears to have first made this point in the case of certain British

beaches. See Geological manual. Phil. 1882. p. 73-75.

2 Suess, Edouard. La face de la terre. Paris 1900. 2 : 670-89.
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GLO.SSARY

Terms used in this bulletin or found in writings concerning glacial phenomena

Aggradation, aggrading. Deposition of alluvial plains by streams

Horrow-pit. Pit from which gravel or sand is taken in construction work

Boulder belt. E.xtended pile of boulders accumulated in the form of a frontal

moraine; or excessively bouldery ground marking the former po^^ition of the

front of an ice sheet

Boulder train. Term applied in the United States to the train of boulders and

pebbles distributed by the ice sheet over the countr}' .southward of some

readily ideiititied rock having a limited e.xposure in the glaciated field and

of wliich the boulders an<l pebbles consist

Col. That part of a divide which lies in a pass

Columbia formation. Series of loams, gravels, and sands oeeurriii^^ in tlie coastal

plain, forming terraces and river deltas deposited during the submergence of

the land before the bist or Wisconsin glacial epoch and after the tertiary.

The deposits are variously subdivided in New Jersey and Maryland. The

cojirseness of some of the deposits indicates a p(;riod of cold with signs of

glaciation and one or more advances of the ice over the glaciated district
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Cone. Conical pile of rudely stratified sand and gravel often with included

boulders with a fan-shaped outward base, and a steep face toward the posi-

tion formerly held by the ice front against which it was deposited by out-

pouring, waste-laden water from the melting ice

Crease. One of the channels formerl}- held by a stream coursing over the surface

of a delta or glacial sand plain and now usually dry for the reason that the

water came from the melting ice along the front of which the deposit was built

Cuesta. In physical geography, a land form consisting of a perceptibly inclined

plain overlooking a steep slope or escarpment on its higher side, developed

by erosion on the retreating outcrop edge of a gently inclined hard stratum

Digitation. Fingerlike branching of the headwater tributaries of streams

Drift. See Glacial drift

Drumlin. Lenticular or oval, drum-shaped hill composed of till deposited by

an ice sheet; distinguished from a kame by its usually greater size, its elon-

gate oval form, and its composition

Drumlinoid. Having the form of a drumlin

Esker. Long winding ridge of gravel and sand, often associated with glacial

sand plains and kames, and considered by most geologists to be the deposit

made in the channel of a subglacial stream

Esker-fan. Small glacial sand plain or delta with a lobate outward margin and a

terrace, often cuspate, on the inward margin facing the ice sheet against which

it was formed at the same time that the associated esker was being deposited

inside the ice sheet

Fore-set beds. Cross bedding often on a large scale developed in formation of

the subaqueous portion of deltas. Each fore-set bed is an underwater talus

formed at the growing edge of the delta where the stream coursing over the

surface of the delta drops its load on reaching open water. The beds incline

steeply forward in the direction in which the delta is building, hence the

name. Fore-set beds are usually overlain by the top -set beds, which see

Fosse. Depression or unfilled area often found between the terraced ice contact

of glacial sand plains and morainal mounds forming a belt within the ice

covered field, as on Nantucket

Glacial drift. In a general sense, the boulders, till, gravels, sands and clays

transported by glaciers or the stream flowing from them; specifically in some

writings, unstratified or ice-laid drift. Unmodified, unstratified, or unassorted

drift are expressions referring to the till or ice-laid drift; modified, stratified,

or assorted drift are expressions applied to the water-laid gravels, sands, and

clays produced in the vicinity of melting glaciers or remnant masses of ice

Glacial lobe. One of the lobate protrusions of the margin of an ice sheet, some-

times a score or more miles in width as where the ice has been free to spread

out in depressions along its margin

Glacial retreat. A glacier is said to retreat when its front recedes. The ice may

be actually moving forward toward this front, but the rate of backward melt-

ing at the front, if it exceeds the rate of forward movement, will cause the

position of the front to recede
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Glaciiil sand plains. Deposits i>f stratifieU gravel and sand in the form of deltas

and gently sloping fans, deposited by streams along the margin of a glacier.

Where built into open water, the deltas usually show fore-set beds in the

body of the deposit and top-set bedis capping the whole. AVhere the deposit

has banki'd up about the margin of the ice front, a terrace is formed by the

subst.M|Uc'nt melting out of the ice

Glaciated. Said of a country which has been scoured and worn down by glacial

action, or strewn with ice-laid drift

Ground nu^raine. Coating of boulders or mixture of boulders, gravel, sand, and
clay which a glacier leaves on the surface of a country. In existing glaciers,

the debris carried along under the ice

Ice contact. Terracelike slope at the iccvard margin of deposits which have
l>een banked up against the ice front or about masses of ice. The slope is

often cost in nn)unds (kames) and hollows which result from the melting out

of buried masses of ice. Where smooth and even like a river terrace, it may
l>e distinguished from a river terrace by its position often being such that a

river couhl not have flowed along its base

Ice-laid. Said of boulders, or mixtures of boulders, gravel, sand, and clav

which have accuinubited under a moving glacier or have come to rest on the

groun(^from the melting out of the ice in which the nwterial was embedded
Ice sheet. Form of glacier moving radially outward from a region of great snow-

fall and covering usually all but the highest mountains in its path

Interglacial. Interval between two glacial epochs or advances of the ice

lutraglacial. Said of phenomena peculiar to the field actually covered by the ice

nt any given time; contrasted with extraglacial

Inlerlobate. Lying between two lobes of a glacier

Kames. Mounds of stratitied or rudely stratified gravel and sand often separated

by hollows; due to the irregular settling or deposition of deposits laid down
ill the presence of melting masses of ice

Kame moraine. Belt of glacial deposits laid down by the interaction of ice and
water at or just within the margin of an ice sheet, and having the form of

kames

Kaniy. Characterized by low knobs and shallow depressions (colloquialism)

Kettle-hole, ice-block hole. Pit or depression sometimes occupied by standing
water; often found in glacial sand plains or other glacial deposits where
masses of ice liave melted out

Lobe. One of the rounded spurs of the outward margin of a delta formed
where a stream has pushed its deposit out beyond the general line; also one
of the protrusions of ice along the margin of a glacier

.Moraine. Swiss term for the debris transported and deposited by glaciers; in

America, the ice-laid drift accumulated about the edge of a glacier, usually
in belts ami often a mile or more in width, classified with regard to position
in relation to the ice as frontal, submarginal, lobate, interlobate, etc.

Osar. Swedish term for eskers; Swedish singular os. plural osar; through mis-
undenjtanding, English singular osar, plural osars have been used
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Outwash. Said of plains of gravel and sand transported by glacial streams and

deposited along the ice front

Overwash. Said of plains of sands and gravels or terraces supposed to have been

moraines leveled off by glacial streams along an ice front

Parma. Geologic term used by Suess for a fold in strata lying in advance of the

main area of folds in a system of folded rocks

Piedmont. Lying at the base of the mountain; specifically on the Atlantic slope

of North America, the belt of ancient rocks of little or moderate relief lying

between the coastal plain and the belt of mountainous relief farther inland

Post. Prefixed to the name of a geologic period or epoch to denote any subse-

quent time

Post-glacial. Time since the disappearance of the great ice sheets of the Pleis-

tocene period; in some writings, the time immediately following the last

glacial epoch

Pre. Prefixed to the name of a geologic period or epoch to denote any or all

previous geologic time; in a narrow sense, the immediately preceding time

or rocks peculiar to that time; as in

Pre-glacial. Term generally intended to refer to phenomena immediately pre-

ceding the glacial period; often vaguely used, and in older writings often

applied to formations now understood to be of Pleistocene age but older than

the last or Wisconsin epoch

Quadrangle. In references to the topographic map of the United States, one of

the four-cornered divisions of land corresponding to an atlas sheet; the area

mapped as distinguished from the map or atlas sheet

Retreat. See Glacial retreat

Roche moutounee. One of the half rounded smoothed knobs of rock produced

by glacial erosion

Run -off. That part of the rainfall which discharges into the streams of a region

without passing underground

Sand plain. See Glacial sand plains

Striation. Act of scratching the surfaces of ledges and boulders by the movement

of glaciers

Striae. Scratches or furrows produced on rock surfaces by glacial action

Tarn. Small lake, as in the glaciated district of Scotland; specifically, a moun-

tain lakelet of glacial origin, a rock basin

Terminal moraine. In North America, the outermost line of moraine made in the

last or Wisconsin ice epoch traceable from Nantucket across Marthas Vine-

yard, Block Island, Long Island, and thence westward over the mainland

Terrane. Any definite portion of the earth's crust defined by its geographic

position or its geologic age; as the piedmont terrane, the pre-Pleistocene

terrane

Thalweg. Stream channel at the bottom of a valley

Till. In the widest sense, rock debris carried and deposited by the direct action

of a glacier; typically, a more or less compact mass of boulders, gravel, with

sand or clay, without stratification and necessarily of glacial origin
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Top-set beds. Horizontal or gently inclined layers of gnivel and sand which

form the superficial coating of glacial sjuid plains or deltas; made by wander-

ing aggrading streams usually at or above the level of the s'fea or lake iu

which the delta is building

Water-laid. Said of detritus deposited by water

Wisconsin epoch. Term employed in this report for East Wi.sconsin, the name

proposetl by Prof. Chamberlin for the last glacial epoch in the state named;

IteUeved to include the time of formation of the later glacial drift in the

eastern United States from the terminal moraine northward into Canada
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The superior figures tell the exact place ou the page in ninths; e. g. 648^ means

page 648, beginning in the third ninth of the page, i. e. about one third of th€

way down.

Adirondack mountains, drift from,

627^

Aetites, 626-.

Barker point, till bed, 638^

Barnum's Island, well section on, 651^

Beaches, 6621

Bibliography, 664'.

Block island, gravels and sands, 624^

633^; erosion of valleys, 636''.

Boulder clay, 623^ 627^.

Boulders, 624^ 627^ 652^

Brick clay at East Williston, 645^.

Brooklyn quadrangle, 648^-50-.

Center island clays, 630^.

Chamberlin, T. C, cited, 641^ 664^.

Clays of Long Island, 62^-228.

College Point delta, 657-^-599.

Columbia formation, 624i-33«.

Crosby, W. O., cited, 64o», 651«

Curtis, G. C, cited, 6.33^.

6645.

Discoloration of the gravels,- 625\ 634^.

Dislocated deposits, 624^, 630^, 632^

Eaglestone, 626"^

East Williston, sections of clays, 645'.

Erosion interval, 634*-37'.

Far Rockaway ridge, 651'.

FossiUferous boulders, 624^ 627^

Fossiliferous pebbles, 624\

Geikie, A., cited, 626^

Geology, 621^

Glacial formations, 6232-48^

Glacial history, summary of, 660'-63^

Glacial lakes, 658«.

Glacial streams, 6433-44^

Glaciated ledges, 6523-53^

Glen Cove, Pleistocene section, 628«.

Glen Cove valley, 635^,

Glossary, 664«-68-.

Gravels of plains on Oyster Bay quad-

rangle, 624'--33^; discoloration, 625',

6342; in moraines, 6389.

Great Neck section, 631®.

Harbor hill, 639°-41*.

Harbors, excavation, 636^.

Harlem quadrangle, 648^-50^.

Hempstead quadrangle, 618"^.

Highlands, trap boulders from, 627^

652^

Hollick, Arthur, cited, 664-*.

Jamaica bay depression, 650^-52^.

Lake Surprise, 66P.

Lewis, Elias jr, cited, 664-.

Lyell, Sir Charles, cited, 652^

McGee, W. J., cited, 6242.

Manhasset sands, 682'.

Marshes, 662«.

Marthas Vineyard, gravels and sands,

624^ 633^; stone concretions, 625'*;

erosion of valleys, 636''.

Mather, ^Y. W., cited, 624^ 627^ 664'.

Merrill, F. J. H., cited, 624\ 651^ 664^

Mill Neck creek depression, 635^.

Mill Neck sands, 6309.

Moraines. 6185-19^ 625^ 637'-46"; dis-

tinction between outer and inner,

64P-43'^.

Outwash plains, 644''-469.

Oyster Bay, springs at, 637'.

Oyster Bay quadrangle, 618-, 624'.

Palisades, trap boulders from, 627^,

652\

Peat, submerged, 663^.
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Port Washington, simdpiis northwest

of, 631*.

Port Washington glacial laki*. Coa*-")?'.

Port Washington stagr. C40''-4y'.

Postglacial changes. 601- G3^

I*re- Pleistocene formations. 621'-23-.

Quartz pebbles. 625".

Rag:ged land poini, ()G3".

Kocky point, bed of till, «29'.

Roslyn, terraces at, 644*.

Russell, I. C, cited, 638^ 641=*.

Salisbury, R. D.. cited. 653«, 660^

Sand plains, 637'-46*.

Santls of plains on Oyster Bay quad-

rangle. 624^-33\

Seashore deposits, origin and termin-

ology of, 662".

Shattuck, G. B., cited, 664«.

Smock, J. C, cited, 040".

Springs at Oyster Brty, 637^"

Suess, Edouard, cited, 651 », 663^

Terraces at Roslyn. G44-.

Till, {)2',i\ 628*.

Tom point. 631*.

Topography, 618*-2P.

Trap boulders from Palisades, 627, 652.

Upham, Warren, cited, 633^ 641«. 6641

Valleys, excavation, 634*-37^

Wisconsin epoch, 6373-46*.

Woodman, J. E., tracing of moraines,

642^

Woodworth. J. B., cited. 624', 625*, 633».

Yellow gravel, 625'.
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constitute Museum memoir 4.
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6 Cut-worms. 36p. il. Nov. 1888. loc.

Volume 2. 4 nos. [$1.50] in cloth
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N. Y. 6-f7op. map 58x60 cm. June 1889. Out of print.
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tab. Sep. 1890. 40c.

Volume 3. 5 this.

11 Merrill, F: J. H. Salt and gypsum industries in New York. 92P.
i2pl. 2 maps 38x58, 61x66 cm, 11 tab. Ap. 1893. 40c,
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59x67 cm. Mar. 1895. joc.
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scale. 54p. 7pl. Ap. 1895. ^5^-
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14 Kemp, J. F. Geology of Moriah and Westport townships, Essex co.
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cm. Sep. 1895. IOC.
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25 Peck, C: H. Report of the state botanist 1898. 76p. 5pl, Oct.
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26 Felt, E. P. Collection, preservation and distribution of New York
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1899. 20c.
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34 Cumings, E. R. Lower Silurian system of eastern Montgomery

county; Prosser, C: S. Notes on the stradgraphy of Mohawk valley and

Saratoga county, N. Y. 74p. lopl. map 32.5x44 cm. May 1900. i^c.

35 Ries, Heinrich. Clays of New York : their properdes and uses.

456p. i4opl. map 93.5x69.5 cm. June 1900. $1, cloth.

36 Felt, E.^ P. i6th report of the state entomologist 1900. ii8p. i6pl.

Mar. 1 90 1. 2^c.
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38 Miller, G. S. jr. Key to the land mammals of northeast North
America. io6p. Oct. 1900. />

39 Clarke, J: M.; Simpson, G: B. & Loumis, i: u. raleontelugic papers i.

72p. il. i6pl. Oct. 1900. i^c.
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Beauchamp, W: M. Metallic implements of the New York In-
dians. Jn press.
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Museum publications {concluded)

Mu^um memoirs. New York state museum. Memoirs. Q. Albany

1889-date.

1 Beccher, C: E. & Clarke, J: M. Development of some Silurian

brachiopoda. 96P. 8pl. Oct. 1889. Out of print.

2 Hall, James & Clarke, J: M. Paleozoic reticulate sponge*. 35op- il.

7opI. Oct. 1899. ^/, cloth.

3 Clarke, J: M. The Oriskany fauna of Becraft mountain, Columbia

CO. N. Y. i28p. 9pl. Oct. 1900. 80c.

4Peck, C:H. N. Y. edible fungi, 1895-99. io6p. 25pl. Nov. 1900. 75^,

Thi« consists of revised descriptions and illustrations of fiuigi reported in the
49th, olst Hnd 52d reports of the stat« botanist.

Natural history. New York state. Natural history of New York.

30V. il. pi. maps. Q. Albany 1842-94.

DIVISION 1 ZOOLOGY. De Kav, James E. Zoology of New York ; or, The New
York fauna, comprising detailed descriptions of all the animals hitherto ob-
served within the State of New York with brief notices of those occasionally
found near its bonlers, and accompanied by appropriate illustrations. 5 v. il.

pi. maps. sq. Q. Albany 1842-44. Out of print.
HUtorlc&l Introduction to the series by Gov. W: H. Seward. 178p.

DIVISION 2 BOTANY. Torrey, Jobu. Flora of the State ofNew York : comprising
full descriptions of all the indigenous and naturalized plants hitherto dis-

covered in the state, with remarks on their economical and medical properties.

2v. il. pi. sq. Q. Albany 1843. Out of print.

Divi.sioN 3 MiNHRALOGY. Beck, Lewls C. Mineralogy of New York ; comprising
detailed descriptions of the minerals hitherto found in the State of New York,
and notices of their uses in the arts and agriculture. 11. pi. sq. Q. Albany
1842. Out ofprint.

DIVISION 4 GEOLOGY. Mather, W: W.; Emmons, Ebenezer; Vanuxera, Lardner
A Hall, James. Geology of New York. 4 v. il. pi. sq. Q. Albany 1842-43.
Out of print.

DIVISION 5 AGRICULTURE. Emmons, Ebeuczer. Agriculture of New York ; com-
prising an account of the classification, composition and distribution of the
soils and rocks and the natural waters of the ditferent geological formations,
together with a condensed view of the meteorology and agricultural produc-
lions of the state. 5v. il. pi. scj. Q. Albany 1846-54. Out ofprint.

DIVISION 6 PALEONTOLOGY. Hall, James. Paleontology of New York. 8v. il.

pi. sq. Q. Albany 1847-94. Bound in cloth.

Museum handbooks. 7^x121^ cm. Albany 1893-date.

Price in quantities, 1 cent for each 16 pages or less. Single copies postpaid
as l>elow.

H5 New York state museum. i4p. il. jc.

Outlines history and work of the museum; with list of staff and scientific

publications, 1893.

H13 Paleontology. 8p. 2c.

t state museum work in paleontology under beads: Definition;
l^ -Tv; Rf'latioTi to stratigraphy; History of paleontology in New
York.

H15 Guide to txcuriions in ineiossiliferousrocksof NewYork, i2op. Sc.

Itineraries of 32 trips covering nearly the entire series of paleozoic rocks, pre-
pared specially for the use of teachers and students desiring to acquaint them-
selves more intimately with the classic rocks of this state.

H16 Entomology. 8p. Out of print.

H17 Geology. In preparation.

Maps. Memll, F: J. H. Economic and geologic map of the state

of New York. 59x67 cm. 1894. 2sc.

Scale 14 miles to 1 inch. New edition in preparation.

Geologic map of New York. 1901. $3.
Scale S Miib's fn 1 inch.
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